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F.OREIJ'ORD
By L. H,. Adams

Shortly after Section A of Division u was constitut>3d for the
purpose of attacking the problem "of gun erosion and other aspects
of hjiper-velocity, and the facilities of the Geophysical Laboratory of the Carnegio Institution of Washington were made available for this work, Dr. John S. Burlew of the scientific staff of
that laboratory was requested to prepare a report on gun erosion.
It was realized that there existed a vast amount of factual material in this field and a large number of conflicting interpretations and conclusions relating to the observations.

The intention
I

was to have an outline of the subject that would be comprehensive
but not necessarily exhaustive, and to include merely a crosssection of existing data together with an explanation of the terms
used and a summary of the conclusions that have been drawn.

Col-

lecting and assembling the necessary information was a task of
considerable magnitude, which would have been even greater but for
the hearty cooperation and encouragement of various individuals in
the Army and Navy and in other organizations.
The purpose of the report has been to provide the necessary
ground work for planning investigations on the mechanism of gun
erosion,

A considerable portion of it has been available for some

time to me and to other persons vforking on this problem.

The pro-

gram vfas first presented and discussed at the Conference on Gun
Erosion held at Yv'atertovm ^^rsenal on October 15, 19ii.1, at which
ix

,..-4,.-i;-v*^,.'-t-.< ■-■>«■ ■■-- ■■■;■- .-■.■'-■■■

-,»-».,,v-'",.

represGntatives of the National Defense Rcsoarch Committee as well
as of various establishments of the Arii^r and Navy were present.
Since then the investigation of the mechanism of gun erosion has
been going for^vard actively at the Geophysical Laboratory and elsevfhere under the auspices of Section A.

The present report, which

in its completed form provides a convenient background for these
investigations, does not include any of the results already obtained in them.

Those results are being presented in a series of

Division A memorandums and reports, the first few of which have
already been issued or are in preparation, as mentioned in footnotes to the appropriate parts of the text of the present report,
Washington, D, C.
August 11, ^9k2.
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THE EROSION OF GUNS
Part One:

Fundamentals of Ordnance

Relating to Gun Erosion'
CHAPTER I.
1.

INTRODUCTION

The present survey of the erosion of guns aims to collate the

principal factual data on the subject and, in addition, to summarize
the different theories that have been proposed to explain or to correlate these facts.

Special care has been exercised to separate the

facts from the various interpretations that may be placed upon them,
since the latter in many instances depend on unverified assumptions.
The sources of all Information have been indicated in order that the
reader may consult them for further details; for, although this survey attempts to be comprehensive, the treatment of the various items
mentioned is not intended to be exhaustive.

2,

Definitions
A gun consists essentially of a hollow metal tube having' one

end — the breech — tightly closed and having within it a projectile
that is expelled with a high velocity from the open muzzle by the
rapid expansion of the gases which are formed by the burning of the
propellent powder placed in the chamber behind the projectile before
firing.

Erosion of a gun is the gradual removal of metal from the

surface of the bore of the tube as a result of firing.

It has been

suggested that it is desirable to distinguish between the "erosion"
caused by the hot powder gases and the mechanical "wear" caused by

UNCLASSiHED

- 2 the movement of the projectilej but there is not yet enough evidence
to permit this distinction.-'

Hence in the present discussion the

inclusive term erosion will be used to refer to enlargement of the
bore without implication as to the cause.
This enlargement of the bore radically affects the flight of
the projectile,

Erosion at the breech end of the tube decreases the

range of the gun^ and erosion at both ends decreases its accuracy.
The two effects combine to determine the useful life of the gun.
Some of the methods of estimating the life of guns from the extent
of erosion are treated in Chap, XIV.

3,

High muazlo velocity
Because the rate of erosion increases very rapidly with an in-

crease of muzzle velocity, as will be illustrated in detail later
(Sec.105)5 a muzzle velocity of about 3000 ft/sec is the upper limit
that may be employed at present without decreasing the life of a gun
too much,''

Actuallyj even most high-powered guns are rated at some-

what lower muzzle velocities.

V Dr. P.R, Kosting, of Watertown Arsenal^ in commenting on
this statement pointed out (private communication^ Aug. 22, 19^2)
that "the phenomena accompanying the change in bore diameter at the
muzzle end are different from those at the breech end," and in particular, that "metallographic studies reveal that there is a difference in the effect of service on the bore metal between the muzzle
and breech end. In discussions of erosion one hears frequently of
references to the wear at the muzzle end and the erosion at the breech
end."
The distinction that Kosting makes Yfith respect to the
phenomena is probably validj but until vire are certain that this difference is anything more than that caused by modification of the
same agent by two different sets of local conditions, it seems unnecessary to introduce an extra term in referring to it. Conversations with Navy personnel have shown that they still use the term
"muzzle erosion,"

- 3 The depth of penetration of amor plate by a projectile increases as a function of the striking velocity of the projectile.
At relatively low velocities — up to about 2$00 ft/sec ~ the depth
of penetration of a projectile is proportional to approximately the
three-halves power of its striking velocity as is indicated by such
2/
empirical forrmilas as that of de Marre [1886]"^ which is stxll m
use today [Naval Ordnance, 1939] ■

vmether this same relation holds

true at velocities exceeding 2^00 ft/sec is not known with certainty.
It has been claimed that the phenomenon of penetration is different
at hypervelocities — greater than, say, 3^00 ft/sec — and that at
such velocities projectiles made of lead or other soft metal will
penetrate armor as well as steel projectiles.

This opinion, which

has not been substantiated as yet, was extravagantly insisted upon
by Gerlich [1930, 1931, 1933], and it has been repeated even by
Hayes [1938, p. 670] .

Be that as it may, a gun firing at a muzzle

velocity of nearly 5000 ft/sec would be an especially effective weapon
s^ainst the armor carried by tanks, because in this way it vrould be
possible to deliver a projectile having a striking velocity of over
3000 ft/sGC at battle r^mges up to 1000 yd, and also because the
decreased time of flight and flat trajectory would reduce the uncertainty in the estimation of range and position.
The probability of hitting an airplane is increased by decreasing the time of flight of the projectile, which may be accomplished

2/ The name of an author followed by an underscored date refers
to the appended bibliography.

'kby increase of muazlc velocity.^

The experience of the present

war led the Director of Artillery of Great Britain, for instance,
to suggest that there is need for an antiaircraft gun capable of
sending a projectile to a height of 10,000 ft in only 3 sec, which
would require a muzzle velocity of between 5000 and 6000 ft/sec
[O.B.P., ^9h^].
The attainment of such high muizzle velocities is prevented,
not by the impossibility of designing a gun to produce them, but
simply by the realization that such a gun of conventional design
would erode so rapidly that its use would not be economically feasible.

Therefore, if a means of greatly retarding erosion could be

discovered, it would not only increase the life of guns in general,
but also it would permit the development of these special weapons
having high muzzle velocities without bringing in the complication
of novelty of design.
h.

Outline of the present survey
A discussion of some of the elementary features of the con-

struction and firing of guns has been included in this report, so
that the main discussion may be understood by a reader who has had
no previous acquaintance with ordnance.

This is especially necessary

3/ In a recent discussion of this subject, Vifeaver [1914.2] concluded that "in general the probability of hitting varies with at
least the inverse second power of the, time of flightj and with an
inverse power of the time of flight which may be 3, U, 5 or even
6 in cases progressively complicated by more severe dodging,"
Earlier Kent [19331 had calculated that the probability of hitting
a maneuvering airplane varies inversely as the fourth power of the
time of flight.

- 5 because this report is primarily intended for the use of civilian
scientists.

Although these scientists are technically well quali-

fied to investigate the problem of erosion of guns, ordinarily they
have had no more opportunity to become acquainted vfith the details
of ordnance than most ordnance officers have had to learn as much
as they would like to knovT about the pure sciences underlying the
applied science that is a part of ordnance.

Those readers who are

familiar vfith ordnance, therefore, may well omit Chapters II, III
and W and a fevf sections in some of the later chapters*
The design of some parts of a gun affects the rate of erosion,
and therefore a description is given in the present volume of certain
features of gun tubes, projectiles, propellants and the conditions of
firing, so that the necessary information will be at hand for later
application in a discussion of the relation of these factors to
erosion.

Other parts of a gun — the breech mechanism, the firing

mechanism, the recoil system, the carriage or other mounting, the
aiming and laying devices, and the fire control instniments — do
not affect the progress of erosion and therefore they are not discussed.
In the second volume — Chaps, VIII to XV — erosion is considered as a result of the interaction of the gun tube vfith its environment during the few thousandths of a second that elapse during
firing.

The eroded surface is described in detail and then the effect

of varying the different factors of the environment are set forth to
the extent that information concerning them is available.

The experi-

mental methods of study of gun erosion are described; formulas for

- 6 the life of guns are summarized^ and finally, some of the theories
that have been suggested to explain the erosion of guns are discussed.

- 7 -

CHAPTER 11,=^
$,

GUNS

Classification
Guns are classified first, with respect to purpose, and second,

with respect to size.

To a certain extent the two systems are not

mutually exclusive, for the use of the vreapon often demands a certain size in order that it should be effective.

The purpose of the

gun is related to erosion only in so far as it may be reflected in
the design or in the conditions of firing ~ for instance, the
large projectile and low mufcale velocity of a howitzer or the rapid
fire of an antiaircraft gun.
The size of a gun is measured in terras of the diameter and the
length of the bore.

The diameter, which is called the caliber of

the gun, is the principal dimension.

The length of the gun from

the muzzle to the face of the breech block is usually expressed in
terms of calibers, that is, it is expressed as the ratio of the
actual length to the diajneter.

Table I shows the dimensions of a

representative series of guns.
Guns may be broadly classified on the basis of caliber into
small arms and cannon (or artillery),

A .50-caliber machine gun

is the largest size, standard small arm, and a 20-mm gun is the
smallest size cannon in the U.S, Army,

The old classification of

artillery into guns, howitzers and mortars has lost some of its

k/ Most of the information contained in this chapter, for
which no other source is indicated, has been taken from Hayes
[193.8] or from Naval Ordnance [1939].
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- 10 Notes on the Purposes of the Guns Listed in Table I
"^^^ .30-saliber M1917A1 Browning laachine gun is the standard
ground machine gun, and is also used as an auxiliary antiaircraft
vreapon. It is a.recoil-operated and belt-fed automatic gun firing at the rate of LiOO to 525 shots/min from a tripod mount. It
is water-cooled.
The .50-caliber M2 Browning machine gun is made up in three
types -- water-Gooledj heavy barrel (air-cooled) and aircraft
(air-cooled) — by assembly of the proper barrel and jacket on a
basic receiver. The vmter-cooled gun is the principal antiaircraft machine gun of.antiaircraft regiments. It fires at the rate
of. 600 rounds/min from a tripod moxint.
The 20-mm guns Ml and M2 are automatic aircraft weapons
mounted either for firing through the liub of the propeller or as
a fixed gun in the wing. The rate of fire is 600-700 rounds/min.
The only difference betvfeen the Ml and M2 guns, the former of
which is a,substitute standard, is in the dimensions and shapes
of some of the receiver parts.
The 37"nTm guii IQ is the smallest field gun used by the infantry and cavalry in the U, S, Army. It is intended especially
for antitank service. Its c:irriage Mk, vrhich is designed for
great mobility over any kind of ground, can be controlled by one
man. The gun is rarjiually operated. Its tube can be easily unscrewed from the breech ring for replacement when it becomes overheated or worn out. This gun fires both armor-piercing (1,92-lb)
and high-explosive (1.63-lb) projectiles. The 37-nim gun I.nA2,
which is the standard cintiaircraft weapon of this caliber, is an
automatic gun firing a lighter projectile (1.3U lb) than gun }0
at a rate of 120 rounds/min, mth a muzale velocity of 2600 ft/sec.
This gun is slightly longer, and the twist of rifling is 1/30,
The 75-mm guns l-Q and !.0, which are the same except for
length, have been designed for mounting on tanks. The former is
a substitute standard, to be used as long as the stock on hand
lasts. They are recent i^9h^) adaptations of the original 75-mm
gun Ml897 (French). Ballistically, the now g^jns differ .from the
Ml897 only in length. They use the same ar:imunition. The longer
of these guns is nearly 20 percent lighter than the E1897A2 gun
because it is of monobloc construction.
The 75-mm gun M1897A2, which is still the standard light
field gun, is 3h,5 calibers long and has a muzzle velocity of
1?50 ft/sec. The 75-inm guns Ml916 (U. S,) and 111917 (British),
which are limited standards vf or tliis same service, are only 28.i;
calibers long and have a musale velocity of 1900 ft/sec. Their
most distinctive feature is that they.employ rifling of increasing twist. These light field guns are to be superseded by the
105-nim hovdtaer M2A1,

- 11 -

The 3"in> AA gun.M3 is nov.- a limited standard, to be superseded eventually by the 9Q"mm gun Ml / of which production v/as
started in ^9hO, The loose liners for the 3-in, gun continue to
be made. Those two guns are mobile antiaircraft weapons. Although the 90-iiM gun has about one-third greater naxiraum range
and fires a much heavier projectile at approxiraately the same
rate of firo (2$ rounds/min), the total weight of the gun and
mount is less than 20 percent greater than that of the 3-in..gun,
because improvements in metallurgy, especially in cold-working,
have made possible monobloc construction.
The lOg-mm AA gun ^P is now (19U2) the standard fixed heavy
antiaircraft weaponT The U.T'-in, AA gun T2 is an experimental
heavy mobile model under development. Just as the substitution
of the 90~m^ for the 3-in. gun gives increased effectiveness in
light antiaircraft guns, so the lt.7-in. is designed for use against
targets at higher altitudes (^0,000 ft) than can be reached with
the 105-mn gun. This greater range is obtained by the use of
greater muzzle velocity and a heavier projectile of radically improved ballistic form.
The 1gg-mi.i gun M1A1 is the most powerful of the standard
heavy mobile artillery weapons. (The others are the l55-mm,
8-in, and 2U0-mm hovfitzers, all of v/hich have lower velocities
and shorter ranges,) It differs from the l55-mra gun Ml only in
the breech ring, but it differs from the old l55-mn gun H1916
G. P. F. ("Grand Puissance Filloux")^ which it superseded in
19U1, by having greater power. The Ml918 gun, v/hich was only 32
calibers long, fired a high-explosive projectile of the same
weight at a muzzle velocity of only 2iilO ft/sec^ using a charge
of 26 lb.
The 6-in, gun Mk. VI, 113A2 and the lU-ln. gun M1920I'3 are ■
the principal standard railway artillery. The former gun has
been constructed by rechnjnbering one designed by the U, S. Navy,
The l6-in. gim IJl^l^O is a limited standard for the primary
armament of harbor defense installations. It is not expected, however, that any more wire-wound guns will be produced. The
present standard for new installations is the l6-in. gim Mk, IIMl,
which is a built-up gun obtained from the Navy,
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precision; but these- names still denote differences of length that
are implicit in the different purposes of the three types.

A gun,

in this special sense of the word, is the longest, heaviest type
of weapon of a given caliber and has the highest velocity and the
longest range.

A howitger is shorter and lighter and has a lower

velocity and a shorter range.

A mortar is a very short weapon that

is fired at a high angle of elevation with a relatively short range
for indirect fire.

Tho term ^un is also used in a special sense to

refer to the tube (or tubes and jackets in a built-up gun) and
breech mechanism as a complete \init as distinguished from the mount,
which includes the recoil mechanism.
6.

The tube
A gun must have walls strong enough to vfithstand the internal

pressure of the powder gases.

Because this pressure diminishes

toward the muazle, the wall thickness of the tube can be tapered in
that direction.

Right at the muzzle, hovrevor, the wall thickness

of a large gun is usually increased somewhat to form the so-called
bell muzzle, in order to make up for the loss of strength occasioned
by the ending of the tube.

The necessary strength of tube throughout

its length is obtained by using a proper thickness of high-grade alloy
steel having a high tensile strength.

In addition, large guns are

made stronger -.- or rather equally strong with thinner walls — by
putting the inner layers of the tube under compression.

This is

accomplished by v/rapping the tube with several layers of wire under
tension, by shrinking on the tube a jacket and one or more steel
hoops, or by expanding the bore beyond the elastic limit of the steel

/
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by hydraulic pressure before it has been machined to final dimensions.

Wire-wound guns, although still in service, are no longer

constructed in this country.

Built-up guns are frequently made

with two slightly tapered coaxial tubes, the inner one of which
constitutes a liner that can be replaced after it has worn out.
The replacem^t requires that the tube be sent to an arsenal, for
it has to be expanded by heating in order to disengage the liner,
which is made with a taper of about 0.003 times the diameter per
inch.

The use of a loose liner that can be screwed into a small-

caliber tube by the gun crew was tried by the U.S. Army in its
3-in. antiaircraft gun, but it was discontinued because of the
difficulty of replacement under field conditions.

The British Array

has used a loose liner with some success in their 3.7- and U.5-in,
antiaircraft guns.
The process of radial expansion^ — called also autofrettage
and cold-working — has been applied to guns up to 8 in. in diameter,
A hydraulic pressure of 110,000 to 1^0,000 Ib/in^ is used to produce
a permanent enlargement of the diameter of the bore amounting to
about 6 percent; then, after the pressure is removed, the outer
layers contract and place the inner layers of the tube in a state

5/ This process, which was originated by the French "autofrettage" is French for "self-hooping"), has been developed by the
Navy at the Naval Gun Factory, Washington Navy lard, and by the Arn^r
at Vi^atertcwn Arsenal, A number of reports from V/atertov/n Arsenal
dealing with the development of the process are on file in the
Ordnance Library, cataloged under "Cold-working,"
In 1?ii1, equipment for cold-workijig on a production basis was put in operation at
Watervliet Arsenal.

- mof permanent compression.

A radially expanded monobloc tube instead

of a tube with a replaceable liner is now preferred by the Army for
■small gunSj because the former weighs less and hence can be used on
a lighter mount.

Also it has been found-that the cost of an entire

monobloc tube is not much more than that of a liner alone, and much
less than that of a liner and tube {Ord, Dept,, igUOa; II, p. 6?].

7.

Tapered bore
Although the bore of an ordinary gun is cylindrical, some guns

having a tapered bore have been developed in order to obtain a higher
mazsle velocity without a corresponding increase of erosion.

They

have been reviewed separately [Burlew, 19lt2] .

8.

The rlCling
An elongated projectile requires a high rate of rotation for

stability in flight and for the operation of fuzes of certain
types.

This rotation is obtained by the rifling cutting into a

layer of soft metal on the circumfei^nce of the projectile as the
latter is propelled down the tube.

The rifling consists of a series

of helical grooves in the surface of the bore, the depth of which is
of the order of magnitude of ^ percent of the diameter.

The raised

portions of the bore between the grooves are called lands.

The

twist of the rifling, v/hich is expressed as the nunber of calibers
of length in one' turn, in combination with the muzzle velocity of
the projectile, determines the rotational velocity of the projectile.
The design of the rifling, in terms of the number, width, depth
and form of the lands and grooves and the degree and uniformity of

-1^ the twist, is a complex subject.

Although many designs of rifling

have been tried, there is not conqjlete agreement today as to the
most suitable one.

The currently produced guns of the U.S. Arn^r

have rifling of uniform twist that varies from 1 turn in 2$ calibers
to 1 turn in UO calibers.

The number of grooves increases with the

caliber, so that the widths, of lands and grooves are approxmately
the same for guns of all sizes.

The lands are about 0J5 in. wide

and the grooves slightly vfiderj and the width of each is liniform
throughout the length of a given gun (see Table I).

9.

Effect of design of rifling on erosion
The effect of the rifling on erosion is not very well.under-

stood.

The presence of stress concentrations at the sharp corners

where the lands and grooves join has been mentioned as an important
contributory factor by various writers [Howe, 1918; Justrow, 1?23],
but a quantitative evaluation does not seem to have been attempted.
The strength of the lands in shear was calculated by Justrow [1923],
who considered that the reduction of bearing surface as erosion
proceeds tends to increase subsequent erosion.
The twist of rifling may affect erosion resistance.

An erosion

test was made at Aberdeen Proving Ground [Lane, 1933] of a 3-in.
antiaircraft gun liner rifled with straight grooves for the first
23J in. from the origin of rifling (see Sec. 11) and then with a
twist that gradually increased to 1 turn in liO calibers during the
next 1134 in.
1 in UO.

For the last 7 in. to the muzsle the twist vras uniform

This liner was fired 29^0 rounds, for coiT5>arison with

another having a uniform twist of 1 in UO over its whole length.

- 16 Both liners had been made of carbon steel of the same chemical contposition and practically the same heat treatment.

Both had been

radially expanded, the one with increasing twist slightly more than
the other.
The gun with increasing twist of rifling eroded less than the
otherj except at the muzzle, throughout the course of the comparison.
After 29^0 rounds, for instance, at the origin of rifling, the increase of diameter of the lands was only 0,182 in, compared with
0,232 in,, and of the grooves 0.112 in. compared with 0,l66 in.
At the same time, at 10 in. from the- origin, the corresponding increases were 0,088 and 0,113 in, on the lands and 0.0ii6, and 0.059 in,
on the grooves.

The decrease of muzzle velocity after 2000 rounds

was only 50 ft/sec for the liner with increasing tvrist, but it was
lii^ ft/sec for the other one.

10,

The deviations in range xfeTQ the same.

The forcing cone^
The rifling is terminated at the end of the bore tovirard the

breech by a tapered section along which the diameter across the lands
increases.

This so-called forcing cone (called also band slope and

compression slope) continues toward the breech a short distance
behind the point at which the diameter of the lands equals that of
the grooves.

Its rear portion forms the seat for the rotating band

on the projectile (see Sec» 18) , which is machined to a matching cone;
and the forward portion, along which the tops of the lands are

6/ For a drawing showing the various parts of a gun tube, see
Naval Ordnance (1939), plate 1, Chap BT.
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tapered, facilitates the engraving of the rotating band vrhen the
projectile begins to move.
long.

The forcing cone is usually about -g- in,

At the rear of it> in a gun firnjig fixed ammunition (see

Sec. 21) is the centering cylinder_, into which the neck of the
cartridge case fits.

The diameter of this cylinder is 0,2 to 0,3

in. greater than the diameter across the lands.

Behind it an-

other enlargement of the diameter, called the charter slope, joins
the centering cylinder with the chamber proper.

In guns firing

separate-loading anmunition (Sec. 21), the forcing cone is frequently elongated, and sometimes — for example, in the l55-mm
gun Ml ~ it is combined with the chamber slope, which eliminates
the centering cylinder,
11,

Origin of rifling
The origin of rifling is the point along the axis of the

bore that corresponds to the place on the forcing cone where the
lands and grooves have the same diameter; the length of rifling
is measured from this point to the nuzzle.

In U, S, Amy reports

on the extent of erosion, however, "origin of rifling" refers to
the forward end of the forcing cone, Yfhore the grooves have
attained their full depth.

In U. S. Navy and also in British

reports, the erosion is commonly measured 1 in, in front of the
true origin of rifling,
12.

The chamber
The chamber is properly that portion of the gun between the

centering cylinder and the face of the breech block| frequently.
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hovrcvepj the term is used to embrace the vfhclo space up to the

1/

origin of rifling, in which case the total length of the tubo is
the sura of the length of the rifling and the length of the chamber.
The ratio of the diarieter of the chanber to that of the bore, which
is called the chambrago, varies fron 1,05 in sorie GermcJi guns to
1.50 in the new l;.7-ln. iU gun Ml of the U, S, i.rny.

Gun designers

of the U. S, Navy consider 1,20 a desirable ratio [Naval Ordnance,
1939) p. 86],

The walls of the chamber in a gun using a cartridge

case are tapered, the diameter at the breech end being a fevf
hundredths of an inch greater than at the for/rard end, in order
to facilitate removal of the case.

In large guns using bag ammuni-

tion, the rear of the chamber is necked dovm along a conical sec-tion, called the, chamber rear slope, in order to decrease the size
of the breech block.
13•

Effect of chamber design on erosion
The greater the chambrage, the greater is supposed to be the

erosion.

According to Hugoniot and Sebert [1882], Charbonnier

[1908, 1922] end Tulloch [1921], a bottle-necked chpiaber causes
eddying of the powder gases at the origin of rifling, ^^rith the
result that local washing action on the wall is set up.

The

effect of such turbulence was demonstrated by de Bruin and
de Pauw [1931] in the case of an erosion vent plug (see Sec, 86)
by means ox a plug made in three parts.

The first and third

parts had holes 1 mn in diameter rjid 10 nn long, whereas the

7/ The term is used in this vfay in Table I,
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intemediate section had a hole 7 '^^ in diameter and 5 nin long.
V!/hen such a vent plug was fired, using UO-percent NG povrdar, at
a naxiirtun pressure of lUOO atmos, the third part of the plug
eroded more than the first, even though the gas had lost sone of
its energy.
The recoinraendation made by Hugoniot, Charbonnier and 'Pulloch
that the chamber should not bo much greater in diainetcr thoji the
bore seems plausible, but no quantitative data to support it are
known to exist.

The reason for this is that ordinarily when two

guns of the same caliber are made v^ith chambers of different diameters, all other features of the design are not kept constant.
The char.iber of larger diameter, for instance, will have a larger
volume and hence the correspondingly larger charge used in it
may be the sole cause of the increased erosion (see Sec, 10^).
1^«

Examination of the bore
The surface of the bore of a gun is examined by moans of a

boresearcher, which consists of an illuminated mirror and a telescope.

For bores of diameter 6 in, or less, the two parts are

combined in one. instrument, called a boroscope, which may be
quickly focused on vny part of the bore surface,

For measure-

ment of the diamoter of the bore, an instrument called a star
gage is used.

It ccnsists of either Wo or throe measuring points

that may be extended radially in a plrrio by the movement of the
handle at the opposite end of a long staff until the points make
contact with the 7fall of the bore.

Then the diameter may be read

from a scale — either vernier or micrometer — on the hrijidlo.
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All guns are exai.iindd with a borusoarcher and measured v^ith a
star gage at the time of manufacture,
15 •

stools used for gun tubes nnd linv;rs
The U. S. Navy has used for many years a plain carbon steal

for its gun liners and a 3-porcent nickel steel for tubes, hoops
and jackets.

Typical compositions of these tvro steels are given

in Table II.

The nickel steel differs from the carbon steel only

in its nickel content and in having a slightly smaller aacunt of
carbon.

The yield strength of the gun steel must be at least

53,000 Ib/nn^ and that of the nickel steel at least 65,000 lb/in!
[Naval Ordnance^ 1936],
Table II.

Chemical co:..pcsition, in percentages, of steels
used in U. S. Navy gunsV
C

L!n

Si

P

S

Ni

Gun steel

0.1i2-0.50

0.70

0.27

0.03

0.03

0

Nickel steel

0,35-0.i42

0.70

0.27

0.03

0.03

3.00

No,
IOUO
23i;0

■M-

'After Naval Ordnance [1939], pp. II8-II9.

The U. S. ..vvcj uses a variety of different compositions of
loY-r-alloy steels for gun tubes and liners, procured on the basis
of a nacro-etch test and tensile properties.

The follovfing quota-

tion from Notes on the selection and use of metals in ordnance
t^Qsign [Ord. Dept., 19UQb, p. 86], prepared at Water torn Arsenal,
explains the present policy.

_
8/ The relation between the properties of the gun metal
and erosion is discussed in Chap. XI.
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"dheraical compositions are nomally not prescribed because
other factors such as proper melting and finishing of the metr-l
and its final cleanliness play an Important part. The method of
pouring, size, relative dimensions and shape of molds, proper
method of reduction in hot working, and heat treatment in various
stages of the process are also important in securing the quality
of product desired in gun steels,
"Every nrnufacturer, depending on his equipment, staff, conditions of work, etc., as vv'ell as his previous experience and
traditions, will have a preference for certain definite compositions. It is advisable to let the manufacturer choose his ovm
composition and assume the responsibility for his vrork so long as
the physical and netallographic properties are satisfactory for
gun material.
"In normal gun steels, the designer is primarily interested
in the physical characteristics obtainable. Specification 57-103
provides for the folloviring physical properties:
Yield strength
Tensile strength
Elongation
Reduction of oxua

65,000 lb/in!
95,000 Ib/in^
13,0 percent
30.0 percent

The trend, however, is to?j-ard the fcllovj-ing requirements which
have been found more practical for Ordnance purposes;
For tubes and liners (medium strength) —
Yield strength (set, 0.05 percent)
65-60,000 lb/in?
Reduction of area
U5.0 percent minlmuiaj
For 37-mm, 1,1-in,, etc. (high strength) -Yield strength (set, 0.05'percent)
95-110,000 lb/in!
Reduction of area
U5.0 percent minimum.
The above values are readily cbtainabl^j in centrifugal castings,
and the manufacturer of forg.ings can meet such requirements with
.reasonably clean steel.
"The prccuronent of gun tubes and liners produced by the
centrrfugal casting process is covered by spc-cification 57-66,
The high ductility from transverse specimens in the case of
centrifugal castings is du-j to the method of manufacture, which
definitely elminates the directional properties alvfays present
in forgings,"
The compositions of a number of forgings and centrifugal
castings used in guns recently completed by the /xmy are listed
in Table III.

The tensile properties of these steels exceeded
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Table III,

Chenical conpositlon^ in perccntcges, of
steels currently used in Irniy gunsif

Element

A

B

C

D

G

O.2O-0.2li

0.31-Q,3U

0.3ii-0.35

0.ii3-0.iUi

Mn

0,60-0.90

o,6uo,77

Si

0.15-0.23

0.20r0,30

0.71-0,73
^ 0.2

0.59-0.67
0.18-0.26

P

0,006-0,011
0.016-0.018

0.01U-0.02U
0,019-0.023

0.012-0.02

S

0.027-0,035
0.029-0,038

Mo

0,hh-0.^3

0.32-.0,38

0.30-0.35

0.li7-0.1i9

V

0,06-0.16

Q.1?-0^23

0.00-0.06

0.19-0.21

Cr

0.91-1.08

0.53-0.97

0.19-0.30

Ui

—

2,26-2.ii6

0.18-0.36

0.015-0.018

""IFrGm Rocord of mep^surements and report of inspection, in
the files of the ..rtillerj'- Division, Ordnance Dopartnentj U. S,
-rniy,
A. Range of conpositions of M. centrifugal castings nade
in 19ii0-i4l for 37-mn .-^nd 90-jrjn gun tubes and 3-in. IUL gun liners
to be either heat treated to strength or cold-v:orkod,
B. Range of compositions of 8 forgings made in 19li0-Ul for
l55-nri gun tubes^ to be cold-worked,
C. Range of compositions of 3 forgings made in 19liO-[i1 for
75-r.in gun tubes, tc be heat treated to strength.
D. Range of conpositions of 3 forgings nade in 19U0-li1 for
8-in. gun liners, to be heat treated to strength.
the requirements just quoted.

The conposition of the centrifugal

castings in coluTiin A represents a development at WatertoFCi ..rsenal,
Donald [1937] recomnended essentially this same composition except for carbon content (0,35-0.IiO percent) for making a centrifugal casting to be heat treated to a yield strength of 125,000
Ib/in^, as a result of a test of 32 experimental castings of
various conpositions.

Bender oixd Pappas [19UI], after a study

of five slightly different compositions, confirned the choice.

- 23 Their T/ork showed that tho variations in chromiun and nmganose
had only ninor offocts on phyaicr.! properties, but "that substantial changes in physical properties may bo brought about by
ch-'-mges in carbon content,"
higher the yield strength.

The higher the carbon contentj the
Bender cjid Pappas reccr-iniendod 0,30-0,3^

percent carbon for a yield strength of 121,000 to 12^,000 Ib/inf
For rifles and machine guns tho fornerly used nmgonose
steel, VJ-. D, (S.A.E.) 1350, has been superseded by a chrome raolybdenun steel, W. D. (S.A.E.) hlUO r.iodifiod, vfhich has been found
to increase tho service life.

The compositions of these trro

steels ajre given in Table IV.

For bars up to 2 in, in diameter

the ninir.iura yield strenj^jth specified is 110,000 lb/in?, the
ninimun elongation is 18 percent p::^d the minii.ium reduction of

2/

area is SO percent.

These tensile properties represent a consider-

able ir;.provement over these of tho 23 alloy steels that had been
tested (see Sec, 92) in the fcrra of r.iachino-gun barrels at
Springfield ..rinory in the early nineteen-tv;enties, only one of
v/hich had contained any nolybdenum.
Table VJ,' Chemical composition, in percentages, of
steels used in small anas barrels.
'

Element

W.D. 1350

i:i',D, iil50 Mod,

■

C

O.U5-0

55

o.ii5-o.55

Ito

0.60-0 90

0,60-0.90

Si

0.15 nax.

P

0.0U5

0.025 mcj^.

S

0.0^5

0.025 nojx.

Gr

—

Mo

—

0.80-1,10
'•■T'

9/

0,15-0.25

U.S. ..rmy Specification No. 57-107-25, Oct. 11, 1939

16.

Yield strength
The yield strength referred to in the foregoinf^ section is

determojaed by the "offsot nethod" as described in "Federal speci-

20/

ficritions for netcils,"

In this method the extonsometer rending

is plotted as a function of load — by m autographic extensometer in nnny cases — until the curve is no longer linear.

Then

a straight lino is dra^m parallel to the initial straight portion
of the extonsoneter curve end offset fron that curve by an anount
equal to a prescribed set — for exaxiple^ 0.05 or 0,1 percent of
the gage length.

The load corresponding to the point of inter-

section of this lino and the extonsometer curve, divided by the
original cross-sQctional area of the specimen, is the yield
strength.

The value of the set noiT prescribed — usually 0,05

percent ~ was chosen so that the resulting yield strength
corresponds closely to that detennined by the proportional

jj/

method,

^--^^

vrhich formerly v/as used for inspection.

For a given sample, the yi.-ld strength is numerically

11/the

larger than the proportional
lirait,
.-^
proof stress.

elastic ——,
lirait or the

As defined in the snme specification,

these three

10/ Federal Specification [i^s:-i,I-1^Ta, Nov. 27, 1936, par.
22g(27r; published in the Federal standard stock catalog. Sec.
IV (part 5),
'
11/ The yield-s-trength dettjnained by the proportional method,
which should not be confused vfith the proportional limit, is defined in Federal Specification QQ-M-l5l, 'p^ar. ■22g(1) as follows:
"Proportional method. — The yield strength shall be calculated at
the reading last preceding the first increment of load vfhich produces an increment of strain which clearly exceeds ta/ice the
increment of strain taken from the modulus line."
12/ Footnote 11, pars, 37a, b andc,'

- 25 lir.iiting stresses correspondj respectively^ to 0, 0,003 and 0,01
percent per3:ianont elongation.

The yield point, on the other hand,

corresponds to an extension under load of 0.5 percent or greater;
^^^ ^^^ tensile strength is the greatest load per square inch of
original cross-sectional area carried by the material during a
tension test.

13/ Footnote n, pars. 22h --id 37c3.
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17.

PROJECTILES

Goneral description of projectiles
Modern projoctilos are elongated to So-curo a largo ratio of

mass to cross-sectional area^ and.thsreb^r long range.

The head

of the projectile is provided "vfith a curved surface in order to
decroa,so the \r±ad resistance; and^ similarly, the rear end is
frequently tapered slightly to give a boat-tailed shapej vfhich
reduces air resistance at velocities in the region of the
velocity of sound.

The longitudinal cross section of the head

is bounded by an ogive, which is an arch-shaped curve, the two
branches of which are arcs of two large circles of the sar.io
radius intersecting at the nose of the projectile.

The longi-

tudinal axis of the projectile' is the perpendicular bisector of
the line joining the centers of these two circles.

The radius

of the ogive, which is the radius of the twe circular arcs, is
expressed in-calibers.

Small arns projectiles, vfhich arc callod

bullets, have a soft outside-jacket of copper alloy of diaiiotor
large enough to be cut by the grooves of the rifling,

.it the

rear of a bullet is a circuraferential groove, called a cannelure^
into which the nouth of the cartridge case is crimped,
rji artillery projectile is so long that, in order to keep
it centered in the bore, it is provided with a hourrolet at the
rear of the head.

This is a cylindrical surface that has been

machined to have a slight clearance in the bore (see Table I),
Behind the bourrelet, vfhich is about one-sixth caliber wide, the
remainder of the body has a di?xietor slightly loss thru that of

-21 the bourrelotj

EC

thr.t it does not touch the Ic^jads,

Near the

recr of tho projectile r. rotating band (Sec, 18) is shrunk and
forced into ^ii undorcut groove machined in the body of the projectile.

The dinensions of the cavity of the projectile and

the location of the center of gravity .are features of design
that are ir.iportant in generol but which do not relate to erosion.
The general proportions of artillery projectiles are expressed in approximate ten.is in Table V.

Table V,

...pproxinate proportions^ in calibers^ of
artillery prQJectilesf>

U to 6

Length
Length of head

2--1/3 to 3

Radius of ogive

7 to ?

Width of bourrelet

1/6

Width of rotating bmd

1/3

Length of cylindrical
part of base

1/U

iinglo of boat-tail
Vfeight (lb)

5^ to 9°
" 'k.

(caliber in inches)"^

^t.fter Hayes [1938], p. 3'60.

18,

Rotating band
The rotating band — called the driving band by the British —

perforns tiTo functions in addition to furnishing a convenient surface for the rifling to engage and thus to spin the projectile.
It centers the rear of the projectile and it seals thu forward end
of the po'.'/dor chrxiber.

Erosion of the gun adversely affects the
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perfornance of oil three of these functions of the rotating bcjid.
The lack of centering of the rear of the projectile In the bore
of a worn gun has been suggested [Miller, 1920] as a major cause
of the Increase of dispersion.

The iiicreased opportunity for

leakage of gas past the rotating brnd (see Chap. SIII) in a worn
case gun (defined in Sec, 21) nay account for the increased rate
of erosion generally ascribed to such guns as conparod to bag
guns (Sec. 21), in vjhich the projectile is ratnned hone regardless
of hoY/ nuch the forcing cone has been advanced (see Sec. 63),
The band must be both soft and strong to serve its several
purposes.

Copper, v.-'hich was fornerly used exclusively, is still

the standard material for the rotating bands of nost projectiles
used in Mavy guns and of those of larger calibers of seacoast
■artillery.

Gilding netal — 90 percont Cu, 10 percent 2n — is

\j-idsly used for rotating b-nds by the urriy in order to reduce
coppering (see Sec. 60)| but although it was tried by the Navj',
it Is novf used by that service only for projectiles for the
1,1-in, and 6-in, guns.
The dia;:ieter of the rotating b^nd, as nay be seen fron
Table I, is about 0.02 in, greater thoxi that of the grooves in
a novf gun, so that the grooves arc completely filled when the
rotating band is engraved as the projectile noves dovm the bore*
The starting pressure — or shot start pressure, in British usage —
which is required to engrave the rotating band, is considered as
part of the friction of the projectile in the bore (Sec, Uli).

II4./ Dr. L. T. E, Thonpson, Naval Proving Ground^ personal
corxnunication, Sept. 13j 19Ul,

A

- 29 recent British iiavestigaticn [i.. C. 19ii2c] has shovm that engrcving cf tho rotn-ting band of a 3-in. proof shot occurrod partly by
plastic flow and partly by shear;.

The aacunt of shear increasod

vfith the age of the gun after it had been tTJ-o-fifths worn.

It

also increased with the degree of filling of the grooves and with
the hardness of the copper.
Many experiments hr.ve been made with rotating bands for the
purpose of reducing "fringing."

Depending upon the design of the

band, excess copper nay bo dragged back during engraving by the
rifling to forn a fringe at the rear edge of the band, and then,
as the projectile leaves the oizzle, this fringe is flared out
by the povrder gases and by centrifugal force into a shape like
a hoop skirt, which seriously affects the flight of the projectile.

A resuiiie of the modifications of rotating bands tried dur-

ing World V/ar I to overcone fringing was given by Veblen and
Alger [1919],

Fringing is eliminated by providing some place for

the displaced copper to flow i^to, as, for instance, by cutting
a cannelure at the rogr of the band,
19.

Effects of the rotating band on erosion
The rotating band may affect erosion in three different

ways.

The frictional \7ear betiTCen it and the surface of the

bore (Sec. Ul;) is generally considered important, although there
is no moans of evaluating its contribution to the total erosion.
Some investigators — for instance, Justrow [19^3] — consider
that the frictional wear per se is insignificant, whereas
others — for instance, Kosting [1939b] — conceive of it simply

- 30 as the KGans of removal of portions of the bore surface that had
already been loosened by previous chemical or physical action,
Tulloch [1921] suggested that the frictional wear is increased
at the nmasle by the abrasive action of particles of steel carried
forward from the rear of the bore.

At any rate, some evidence

that wide rotating bands caused more erosion than narrow bands
was obtained [Lane, 1933] in the firing of 3-in, antiaircraft
liners (see See* 9)*

In the second place, the design of the rotat-

ing band helps to determine the extent to which gas can leak past
the projectile, which is an effect that is considered in detail
in Chap, XIII.

In the third place, the material of which the rotat-

ing band is made may add another factor to these two mechanical
ones by reason of metal fouling, which is considered briefly in
Sec. 68..
20,

Cartridge case
Ammunition is of tvro general types, depending on v^hether the

powder and primer are, or are not, contained in a cartridge case.
The cartridge case, which is usually-- made of dravv-n brass, also
serves as an obturator to prevent the escape of povirder gases
through the breech mechanism.

The thin body of the case at the

forward end is expanded by the gas pressure until it makes a gastight seal with the wall of the chamber.

(Obturation of the

breech of a gun that does not use a cartridge case is obtained
by means of an asbestos mushroom pad or other gas check device
vfhich is part of the breech mDchanism.)

The case and the cham-

ber into vrtiich it fits are tapered slightly, in order to facilitate removal of the empty case after firing.

The primer is held
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in a recess in the botton of the case^ so that it is struck bj
the firing pin that operates through the breoch nechanisn. A
cartridge case is only slightly affected by firing, and therefore can be used a nunbcr of times, if it is resized to the
proper dimensions.
21.

Fixed and separate-loading ajnnmnition
A conplete round of fixed angnunition consists of the pro-

jectile and fuse (if any) firnly crir.iped in the end of a cartridge
case that contains the powder and priraer.

Such annunition is used

for sinall arms and for most guns up to nnd including the lO^-nm
gun in the i^rny and the 5-in. 25-caliber

J^V

gun in the Navy,

It

is essential for all automatic and semiautomatic guns.
Semifixed araiiiunition, in the nomenclature of the U, 3. Army,
differs from fixed amnunition only in that the projectile is
(

loose in the end of the cartridge case and the powder is in bags.
This tj'pe of anmunition is employed for guns, such as the 105-mm
horritzor, that use charges of different sizes in order to vary
the range.

The cartridge case is loaded originally for the maxi-

mum range, and then, if a shorter range is desired, one or more
bags of powder are removed.

The projectile and cartridge case

are loaded into the gun as one unit.

In the U, S, Havy the term

semifixed ammunition has a slightly different connotation.

It

is a-form of separate-loading ammunition in which the powder
charge is packed in a cartridge case for convenience in handling, but in which tho projectile and the cartridge case are
loaded separately,into the gun.

This manner of loading gives
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opportunity to rani home the projectile against the forcing cono.
The 5-in. 38-caliber M gun and the latest 6-in, guns of the Navyuse this form of ser.di'lxed ainiminition.

It is also used in the

nev; .\rn^ ii,7-in. gun Ml without being designated by any special
name.
Bag amriunltir.-n, ivhich is tho general form of separateloading ammunition, consists of a projectile, one or more bags
of povrdcr and a primer,. The povfder bags are made of silk cloth,
and an ignition charge is contained in the base of each.
primer is attached to tlie end of the imishroom stem.

The

Bag ammuni-

tion is used for all large guns, vfhich sometimes are called bag
guns as distinguished from case guns.
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22.

PROPELIu'i^TS

Classification of explosives
Proponent powders are always lew, or progressivo, explosivesj

characterized by propagation of the explosion — really a very
rapid burning — only on exposed surfaces, by the huating of successive layers to the ignition temperature (see Chap. V).

In high

explosivesj on the contrary, a detonating vfave is traiisr.iitted practically instantaneously throughout the mass after initiation of the
explosion by heat or shock.

Both nitroglycorin and trinitrotol-

uene (TNT) are high explosives, but when either is incorporated into a colloid with nitrocellulose, as is done in the raanufacture of
sone propellent powders (see Table 71), it loses its tendency to
detonate and merely increases the rate of burning of the nixture*
A lovj- explosive, on the other hand, nay acquire the power to detonate under* special circumstances, such as extrone shock,

2-3.

Granulation
After General RodnrJi of the U. S. Arn^r discovered the

principle of the progressive burning of gunpovfder in i860 and
applied this principle by compressing gunpcT^der into perforated
grains of different sizes, the tern powder as applied to explosives lost its etymological connotation of a pulTorized material,
Povfders today are produced in the form of cylinders, cords, tubes,
flakes and strips.

Most propellent powders in the United States

are made in the form of cylindrical grains, the diameters of

1g/ A recent discussion of the theory of detonation has
been given by Carl [19hO],

-3U "
T/hich Tary fron 0.03 in. for a .30-C!:iliber rifle to 0.9 in, for
a l6-in, gtin.
2.1 in.

The longths vary correspondingly from O..O6 to

For a weapon of a given caliber several different sizes

of powder may be used, depending on the tyx^e of projectile,
Tho snaller cylindrical grains have single axial perforations ^ and the larger ones have seven perforations parallel to
the axis.

Six of these latter perforations are at the vertices

of a regular hexagon and the seventh is at the center, the distances between centers cf all adjacent pairs bein^ nearlj^ equal.
Such multiperforated powders are said to bo progressively granulated, because the burning surface increases as burning proceeds,
and hence the rate of burning increases.
The web thickness, which is the ininir.ruin thickness of the
grain between any two boundary surfaces, either jjiternal or external, deternines the tino required to consume a powder of
given composition.

The wob thickness of a singly-perforated

grain is i(D-d) oiid that of a multiperforated grain is taken as
4(D-3d), where D is the diaaneter of the grain and d is the
diajieter of the perforation [Naval Ordnance, ]939, p. 37].
Hence, the grain diameter is about three tiivies the web thickness
of a singly-perforated grain^ and from five to ten times the wob
thickness of a multiperfcrated grain,
16/
2k»

Chemical composition
Gunpowder — frequently called black povfdor — was used as a

propellant until 183U, when Vieille njntroduced colloidal smokeless

16/ The effect of the chemical composition of propollants
on erosion is discussed in Sec, IO6,

-35powder made of nitrocGll.ulose.

Today the two general typos of

propollaat used by all nations are sijiglo-baso and double-base
pOTTClors.

A single-base powder is one in Yfhich the principal in-

gredient Is nitrocellulose,

A double-base povfder contains a

considorablo quantity of nitroglycerdn in addition to nitrocellulose.

In both types the nitrocellulose is gelatinized by suit-

able solvents.

For a single-base powder ethor cxiC. alcohol are

usually used.

The nitroglycerln in double-base powder assists

considerably in the gelatiniaation, so that if enough nitroglycerin is present, no solvent is needed| other//iso acetone is
used.

Double-base po^vderSj which give better ballistic results

than single-base pov/ders, have boon stoaidard propellants in
Great Britain end some other countries for nany years.

Because

their erosive effect is greater, however, double-base powders
have not boon used extensively in the United States.
2S.

American propellmts
For many years the standard smokeless propellent powder used

in this country v/as pyro \^avrder.

This is nade from "pyroccllu-

loso" (a nitrocellulose containin.^ 12,6 percent nitrogen) to which
is added 0,5 to 1,0 percent diphonylojnino as a stabiliaer.
is still the str-jidard powder in the Navy.

This

I-iuch of it is still on

hand in the Arnyj especially for the larger caliber guns| but NH
po/rdor ("nonhygroscopic") and FNH povjder ("flashloss and nonhygroscopic") are the ones being produced today.

The first lot

of FNH povjder was made in ^92h, but the total ojiount produced
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11/

before 1930 was very small.

Therefore^ much of the data on the

erosion of guns in the U,. 3. servic?es apply to guns fired with
pyro povfder.
The conpositicn of the various smokeless powders^ other than
pyro poTJ-der, currently used by the U. 3, Army are listed in Table
VI, Yfhioh is based on the confidential specification's of the
Ordnance Department.

The NH and FWH powders keep better than

pyro poiTdor because they are less hygroscopic.

This property

is obtained by the inclusion of dinitrotoluene (DNT) and dibutylphthalate.

Double-base poYJ-ders in general are less hygroscopic

than single-base ones, and hence much less DNT is needed in 112than in Ml-tyx^e po^rcler.

These snno t?ro compounds serve also as

coolants in the Mi-typo BIH powder, causing the povfdcr gases to
emerge from the muzzle at a temperature below their flash point
when nixed with the oxygen of the air.

The flash from FNH, M2

powder is repressed by the inclusion of bariujn and potassium
nitrates.

In some of the snail arms poirders it is repressed by

potassiiLm sulfate, and this compound can be used also as an aid

18/ .
m the Ml-'type cannon powder,

Flashlessness, v/hich depends, on

granulation and ignition as vrell as on composition, has been
achieved only to a partial degree in large-caliber Yreapons.

The ■

potassium nitrate used in some .of the povfders inprevos the i^ition.

The- tin and tin oxide were used as dccopporing agents

17/ lb";- Bruce E, /diderscn, xuaiiunition Division, Industrial
Service, Ordnance Department, personal communication, i^ug. 29, ^9h^0
18/ FHN/P powder also contains potassium sulfate|
footnote Of-) under Table VIB.

see last
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Tho craphito ^;lasin,3 on the M2 cannon po-'.vdcr,

vrhich is also used somotJjT-as on othor pc^iYclors of small grriJiulations, is simply a lubricrjit to make tho pc^jjder flo¥/ more readily
and therofora pack bottur.
Attempts have been made from tine to time to develop a po'.'J-der
that vrould have a hi^h propellent povi^or "vvithcut causing a high
temperature in thu gun, and that vj-ould therefore bo flashless ajid
prcsuia'-'bly less erosive,

The most successful of such cool powders
19/
arc those based on nitroguanidinc, also called picrito.
The

Du Pont Company Gxperimcnted -.vith nitroguanidine povjdcrs for several
yeaxs after World Yi^ar I, but abandoned then after the development
of the present FNH pc^Tder.

Thoy v^ero found excellent as regards

flashlessness, but were objectionable because of smoke and ajTir,ionia
fumes.

Also the vreight of charge vfas larger than for pyro pov^dor —

l5 percent larger for a 75-ran gun [Storm, 192^].

These objections

are considered by the British to be outweighed by the advantages
of flashlossness -md reduced erosion (Sec, IO8); and so they arc
using two picrite pc'Yrders (see Table VI3),
26.

British powders
In 1888 a special committee ado;.^ted as standard for the

British services a smokeless powder made by gelatinizing a mixture
of highly'- nitrated nitrocellulose and nitroglycerin vdth acetone.
It y^is called cordite because it vms formed in cords of various

j9/ Chemical formula, NHyCC :NH)NMO£, .attempts to make the
dinitro derivo.tive, which would presuraably have a higher potential, have failed, (Dr, G. B. Kistiakovfsk^^, private comnunication, xipr, 2U, 19ii2.)
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Nominal composition in parts by weight of smokeless
powders.
A.

American Powders

Cannon Powders

Ingredient
Nitrocellulose"
Nitroglycerin
Dinitrotoluene
D iphe ny laiTiine
D ibutylphthalate
Potassium sulfate
Barium nitrate
Potassium nitrate
Tin
Tin dioxide
Graphite glaaing

Small Arms Powders
DilR
IMR
NH,M1 FNH,M1 Fl-lH,i!2 No.5 1185 h676 Ill 66 i;8lli
EC^
87.0 85.0
76.U5° 99.0 91.0 100.0 97.5 100.0 80,0^
19.5
10.0 10.0
1.0
1.0 6.5
7.5 10.0 8.5
1.0
0.60
1<0 0.5
1.0
0.70 0,6
0.70 0.75
3.0
5.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.U
8.0
8.0
0.75

1.93
1.5
0.30

^Also contains 3.0 parts of starch and 0.25 parts of aurine, a red
coloring agent.
"Containing 13.15 percent nitrogen,
■^Containing 13.25 percent nitrogen.
*-^Containing 13.20 percent nitrogen.
3.
Ingredient
Nitrocellulose®
Nitroglycerin
Picrite
Mineral jelly
Carbamite
Chalk
Cryolite

British Powders (Cordites}.-"Mk. I

M.D.

w.

tij.1.

37
$Q

65

6^

65

s.c.
h9.f

30

29

29.5

111 .5

5

5

6

3.^^
2

o.l
1

"

"

' "w"'"''

, ...

9

N.

N.Q.

19
18.5
51^.7

21.5
20

7.5
0.2
0.3

5U.7
3.5
0.15
0.3

^Containing 13.1 percent nitrogen,
■^Containing 12,2 percent nitroger;.
''^Af ter Littler (19U2), To save space vre have omitted from this
table NH, FNH and FNH/P^ which are American-made single-base poi'fders
used by the British services. The first two have essentially the
compositions given in Table VIA, The FNH/P contains 1 percent of
potassium sulfate in addition to the ingredients listed for MH^MI.
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(1) Abbreviations. — NH, nonli^'-grosoopici FNH^ flashless and
nonhygroscopic| Ilffi^ improved military rifle; EG, lixplosive Gompanyj
the nama of the English manufacturers vfho first made this poivder after its invention in 1882 ['vlarshall, I9175 p. u8,]; AP, ar^nor-piercing,
(2)

Use of sraall arms ammunition. —

Caliber ,22, no standard composition.
Caliber ,U3'j Du Pont Pistol No, 5.
Caliber .30 (ball rjid AP), ^92^~hO, IIviR1l85 principally, but
also several lots of pyro and FNH powders" since the summer of
19U1, Evll-ai676.
Caliber, .30 (blajik), SC.
Caliber .^0 (ball and AP), before 19285 various smokeless
powders to \vhich different metallic compounds had been addedj
1928-ii1, B.'llUl66- since the spring of 19^1, H.^SMx,
Caliber .^0 (blank), EC,

Notes for Table ViB
(1)

General notes on British cordites. —

Mark I, the original British cordite (1389)j still made for
pistol and "blank" ammunition.
M.D., manufactured on a large scale for small arms ammunition.
W., Land Service propellont of improved stability^ largely
replaced l^i.D, p.fter 1932 for major caliber guns.
V. ,U,, "Emergency'"" Land Service propellsntj introduced April
19U0^ replaces W,
S.G.j the principal Naval propellant; developed by Research
Department, Woolwich /irsenal and introduced about 1923; made by
solventless process,
N,, mainly used foj? antiaircraft guns (3»7 and h.5-in.), but
flashless charges have been determined for most guns and howitzers.
N.Q., mainly used for smaller guns (for example, Q.F.. 6-pdr)
and howitzers (for exajnple, Q.F. 25-pdr, B,L. 5.5-in,, etc),
(2) Special notes on nomenclature of flashless propellants. —
The shape of the grain (other thf^ji cords) or the source of the
nitrocellulose is denoted by the follovfing additions after the
solidusE tube =/Tj slotted tube =/S'j multitube =/M* nitrocellulose from cotton waste =/Aj nitrocellulose frcm Trood =/F.
The web thickness in thousandths of an inch is denoted by
a figure following the letter; thus, "cordite N/M. OliS."

-iiO diameters.

The original cordite Mk. I caused so much erosion that

the amotmt of nitroglycerin was greatly reduced to give cordite
M.D. (= "modified").

The mineral jelly (vaseline) in it serves the

double purpose of coolant and preservative [Marhsallj 1917, I:
30ii-5],

The compositions of these and other more recently devel-

oped British povfd'ers are listed in Table VI B,
Ballistite was invented by Alfred Kobel in 1888 by gelatinizing a nitrocellulose of low nitration with nitroglycerin.

The

ratio of nitrocellulose to nitroglycerin has varied from hO/60
to 50/50, and various stabilisers have been added,

Ballistite

or powders of nearly equivalent composition v^ere used by the
German and Italian governments at one time [Marshall, 1917, I:
301-23.

27.

Stability

All smokeless pov-^ders deteriorate during storage.

Among

■ . .•

the products of decomposition nre oxides of nitrogen, vrhich progressively accelerate further decomposition.

Stabilizers act

by combining with these oxides and preventing the acceleration,
without actually stopping thp decomposition.

The common
20/

stabilizers rxe diphenylamine, vaseline and "ccntralite,"
Powder that is deteriorating produces objectionable fumes even
before its ballistic properties are impaired.

Air-dried pyro

powder has been found to last 30 to Uo years, but water-dried
pyro powder lasts a somewhat shorter time, depending upon the

20/ Also called "carbamite." The chemicrj name is
s-diethyldiphcnyl urea [Pike, 19ii2].

^

- Ill siae of granulation and v?.rious conditions of manufacturs.

On

tho basis of accoleratsd tests, NH and HJH pOTidors are expected
to last considerably longer th-^m even air-driod pyro povrder*
Because both moisture and high temperatures accelerate to some
extent the deterioration of smokeless po'i-vderj considerable care
is taken to protect it during storage,
28.

Primers
The initial impulse required for the ignition of a charge

of paTder is obtajjied from a small amount of highly sensitive
explosive that can be readily set off by percussion, friction
or heat.

Smokeless powder in all but the fijiest granulations

is so difficult to ignite that in addition to the detonating
element most primers contain an igniter charge of black povjder
which burns very rapidl3i' v/ith a hot flame vnd ignites the main
powder charge.

The best ballistic results might be obtained

if the ignition were sLmultaneous throughout the charge.

This

condition is approached in practice by the method of distribution of the igniter charge, a perforated tube along the rjcis
of the chamber being frequently used,to contain the black povrder,
The proportion of black pavder to smokeless povfder varies, because the SDjae primer is often used with cartridge cases of
several different calibers.
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BURNIMG OF THE PaffiER

Effect of pressure on rate of burning
A colloidal propellant burns by parallel layers.

This law,

first enunciated by Piobert [183?] in the case of gunpowder, has
been verified for colloidal propellants by the observation that
unbutned pieces of powder recovered after having been fired in
a gun retain their original chemical and physical properties below the surface [Crow and Grimshaw, 1931b, p. 392; Lturaour and
Aunis, 1938,]

Recent observations, however, show that under

certain conditions the burning takes place below the surface as

il/ The

well.

rate of burning increases very rapidly with increase

of pressure of the liberated gases.

Thus the rate is increased

about a thousand-fold by increase of pressure from 1 to 2^00
atnos.
The highest pressure to which smokeless powder can be subjected virithout having it detonate or bum erratically does not
seem to have been determined.

During the test of a certain 37-mm

gun having an extra strong barrel, a series of five rounds were
fired at pressures ranging from 63,UOO to 67,900 lb/in?, as
measured by a piesoelectric gage.

The velocities, which varied

from 33^5 to 3375 ft/sec, were acceptably uniform.

Hence, as

far as the burning of the powder is concerned, a pressure as high
as this might perhaps be used in a hypervelocity gun,

21/ R. E, Gibson, personal corrniunication, July ^9h^•
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The mechanism of the burning process
The surface of a burning solid propellant remains relatively

cold while a gaseous reaction at a very high temperature (Sec, 36)
takes place at a distance of approximately 10

cm from the surface^

The slow step in the complex process is the transfer of heat to the
surface by the molecules of the burning gas that impinge upon it,
for a surface layer of the solid must be kept at the temperature
of spontaneous decomposition in order that burning may continue.
Because an increase of pressure means that more hot gas molecules
are available to transfer energy^ the rate of burning is increased
by pressure,

This view of the burning process has been elaborated

recently by Boys and Corner [19U1] and by Lennard-Jones and Comer
[19^1],

Crovf and Grimshaw [1931b] and Muraour [ 1931 ] had suggest-

ed essentially the same theory, except that they had postulated a
cruder method of heat transfer,
22/
Earlier investigators
had derived empirical equations of
the form.
r = a + bp ,

where r is, the rate of regression of the burning surface, £ is
the pressure, and a, b and c are empirical constants.
c was considered unity and a was very small or zero.

Frequently
In such

equations, however, the apparent rate-of-burning constant, b, had
been found to Increase under conditions giving rise to increased

22/ See Orav-r and Grimshaw [1931b, pp, 387-8, 397] for
bibliography, Bennett [1921, p. viij, in the'preparation of his
Tables for interior ballistics, assumed that the rate of burning
of pyro powder is proportional to the two-third powder of the
pressure.

cooling.

This tendenay was axplaijaed hj Crow and Grimshaw by

showing that b is in roality a function of tho tcmpcraturo of the
powder gasss*
Instead of acsuming that the heating of the surface of the
powder to the ignition temperature results from molecular impact,
^^^"^ ^122^ suggested that radiation from the powder gases is
the cause.

He argued that the escape of volatiles from smokeless

poYRier vfhile it is being warmed up prevents contact of hot powder
gas with the surface, whereas radiation could penetrate to the
surface.

He explained various experimental phenomena by this

hypothesis,
Ignition of powder at temperatures belov/ the normal ignition point by photochemical decomposition caused by the absorption of radiation of selected frequencies was suggested as a
possibility by Crawford [1937]j in his proposal for experiments
involving the application of spectroscopy and photography to
interior ballistics.

He also suggested the possibility of the

photosensitization of the ignition of powder by radiation from
cool mercury vapor emitting resonance radiation of wave-length
23/
2537A. Later Crawford
remarked that the efficacy of potassium
in pr6moting ignition might be explained as the result of emission of radiation of just the proper frequency by excited
potassium ions.

He suggested that this,hypothesis could be test-

ed by exposing some powder to irradiated potassiiun vapor in an
i3vacuated tube.

23/ Maj, D. J. Cravffordj Jr., Ordnance Department, personal
communication, Aug. 30, ^9h^,

3^ •

Quickness of pg^'fcler
Tha rate of burning of a powder — often referred to as its

quickness ~ is one of the most important factors in determining
the effectiveness of the powder for a particular purpose.

The

criterion vfhich is applied to the bunting of a powdor in a gun
is that a maximum proportion of the energy of the powder shall be
transferred to the projectile without allowing the povrder pressure
to exceed the limit imposed by the strength of the vralls of the
tube, ■ If the pov^der bums too fast^ a dangerouslj'- high pressure
will be set up; whereas if the powder burns too slov^-ly, some of
it "will remain unburned when the projectile leaves the rnuazlOj
and hence its energy will be wasted.

The rate of burning is con-

trolled by variation of the form and the dimensions of the grains,
particularly the web thickness.

The smaller the vfeb, the faster

will a powder bum, because for a given total v/eight, povj-der
grains with small vreb have a larger surface area.
Direct measurement of the quickness of a pov^der is now possible by a method developed at the Bumside Laboratory of the
Du Pont Company,

V/hile a sample of the pCTfder is being burned

in a closed chamber, an automatic oscillograph record is made
of dp/dt, the time-rate of change of the pressure, as a function
of the pressure.

By comparison of this result vdth that obtained

with a standard powder, the ballistic properties of vfhich had been
determined by firings in a particular gun, it is possible to calculate the charge of powder required to achieve a desired velocity
ill a similar gun.

- U6 The uniformity of the rate of burning is also important; for
if the rate is irregular^ pressure \-ravos may be set up in the bore
of the gun.

Such 7mves aro potentially dangerous, for by rein-

forcement of ti'/o of then, a pressure largo enough to burst the gun
may be attained.

Uniformity of burning is aided by proper design

of the ignition system, striving tov^ard the ideal situation of
enveloping the charge of snokolGss powder in a hot flame from the
igniter charge so that all the grains are ignited sinultanoously^
32.

Heat of explosion and heat of combustion

2U/

The heat of explosion of a propellent powder is the quantity
of hoat evolved when the powder burns at constant volume in a
closed chamber without added oxygen.

It is less than the true

heat of combustion, which is the heat liberated when the same
pov/der is burnod at constant volume in an excess of oxygen.

(Some

vrriters, as for instance do Bruin and de Pauw [1928], designate the
heat of explosion as the heat of coml^ustion.)

The heat of explo-

sion is of more practical interest, because it measures the

25/
potential

of the powder — that is, its capacity for doing vrork.

2U/ A sunmary of the heats of formation of the constituents
of propellants has been given by Schmidt [1?jU3 and by Pike [19U2],
2^/ This definition of powder potential follows Hayes [1938,
p. ^OjT J, 0, Hirschfelder [personal communication, Aug. 29,
19li2] supports an earlier suggestion by R. H. Kent in recommending
that the povrder potential be taken as the product of T.,, the
adiabatic flamo temperature (Sec. 36), and Cy, the higK-temperature molal heat capacity of the gas at constant volume. This
change of definition is equivalent to considering C^ in the product TgC-^ as the average value between, say, 2000*^K and the
adiabatic flsiae temperature instead of as the average value betvfeen O^C and the adiabatic flaxie temperature [compare Eq. (V-1)
in Sec, 3S]., The potential calculated in this way is some 20
percent larger than the heat of explosion.

-1;726/
In the calorinetric detemination ci" the haat of explosion
the co-lorinotor is usually at or near room tenp'orature, and theroforo the water forraod during tha reaction is condensed and its
haat of vaporization appears as part of the apparent heat of explosion,

fo obtain the true heat of explosion (water gaseous) the

amount of water must be deterrained.

The correction for the heat

of vaporisation a:.iounts to slightly less than 10 percent of theapparent heat of explosion (water liquid) [Noble 1906, pp, Ii76-80|
do Bruin and dc Pauw 1928, Tables III and IV].
Values for the heats of explosion and of combustion of a
number of poivders appear in Table VII.

The results of Dunkle

[193^] shoYiTod that the ratio of tha heat of explosion Q to the
heat of combustion H of a smokeless powder is a linear fimction
of the ratio of the n^jriiber of moles of atonic ox^'gen per gram of
powder to the sum of the corresponding numbers for carbon and
hj'xirogen [0/(C + H2)] in the pov;derj ojid also that it is a linear
function of the corresponding ratio [GO2]•LHgOj/tCO]•[Hg] of the
products of axplosion of the powder.

The slight v?jriation of
27/
the heat of explosion with the density of loading
[Noble 1906,
Plato ^h], which is related to the quastion of change of composition of the products of explosion during coding, is discussed
in Sec, 39,

26/ Noble [1905, pp. 216-20]| de Bruin and de Pauw [1928,
1929]; Grow and Gri-nshaw [1931a].
27/ The density of loading is the ratio of the v/oight of
charge to the weight of v-\ater that "i/ould fill the chamber at ii°Cj
hence in the liietric system it is nunorically equal to the weig-ht
of charge in grar.is divided by tho voluaae of the chaj,iber in
milliliters.

nm

-hs Table VII,

Heat of explosion, ho:it of combustion fiiid
temperature- of explosion of propollent powders.*

Composition^
(percent by wt.)

Nitrocellulose
Powders
N3

Double-base
Powders

X-927^"""

FNH Powder

C2

l^ll""'^

1358'^^

(13.2;^ N)

70.16

73.20

63.97

Nitroglycerin

28.67

19.80

——

Nitroc.ollulosG
(12,6^ K)

9hM

9?. 23

Dinitrotoluenc

—

9.88

D ib u tylphthala to

—

h.9h

0,99

1.00

Diphenylrjnino

o.k5

0,U9

Volatile natter

U.75

li,28

1.17

1.01

0.22

100.00

100.00

100.00

100.00

100.01

831

861

1220

1153

751;

2377

2980

Total
H(kilocal/gm)^
Q(kilocal/gm)'^

26llt

Temp. (^C)^

2h85

Temp, calc, (°G)^

2iiOO

3U33

2li25

3300

307^

1

a
See Table IX for coraposition of products of conbustion of
these same powders.
Heat of explosion^ water liquid.
Heat of combustion.
Calculated by Crew and Grimshaw from heat of explosion nnd
heat capacity of powder gases.
^Calculated for this report from composition by method of de
Bruin cixd de Pauw [1929]. (J.S.B.)
""Grow and Gri^nshaw [1931b].
^Ht.

'Dunkle [1935] ,

- U9■ss-a
Products of combustion of gunpowder,"^^'

Table VIII,

Loading

0.10

. 0.50

Pressure'^

1.6

10.7

Gases

0. 90
<

3S.(:>

Composition (percentag e)
Vol. 1
Wt. 1
Vol.
Wt.

¥t.

Vol.

COs

25.97

148.99

25.22

U7.21

27.50

52.65

CO

3.03

8.98

S.63

17.OU

3.S6

10.73

^2

12.01

35.60

10.22

30.29

10.85

32.6ii

Hs

0.05

2.07

0.07

3.01

0.03

1.27

CH^

0.06

0.29

0,16

o.aii

0.15

0.81

H^S

o.Ui

ii.06

0.66

1.61

0,77

1.90

Ul.53'^

99,99

i;1.96

100.00

a2,86

100.00

Total
Solids

Composition (porcentag 0)

K2GO3

30.07

35.20

37.55

K2S2O3

11.66

1ii,70

U.91

K^SOi^

11.71

2.69

1^.87

K^S

2.30

2.06

I1.13

KCNS

0.00

0.17

0.21

KNO3

0.32

0.29.

(NH|^)2C03

0.03

C

•

0.11

0,06

0.09

0.72

■ 0.00 ,

0.00

Free S

O.iil

2.87

5.27

Total

57.22,

58.0Ji

57.1^

.

*

;

j

After Noble qnd Abel [1875], Tables 2, 3, U.

^Large-grain cifle povj-derj l/altham o Abbey, Cor:ipcsition:
MO3, lh.95%; KaSO, . 0.l5ji3 3, 10,27:^3 charcoal, 13.525.; vrater,
1.11^.
^
Proportion of space occupied bj the charge; not "density of
loading,"
'^Long tons per square inch,
^Should be li2,78^ - error in original for one of the individual
percentages,

-^0 -

33.

Products of combustion of gun po'-vder
Th3 composition of the products of conbustipn of propellent

povrders ^?i'ter explosion in a closed chrj.iber have been determined
by various investigators,

Noble and Abel [1875]j for instance,

as a part of their classic research- on Fired gunpovfder analysed
the products of combustion of several kinds of gimpovfder at
different densities of loading.

Their results for a representa-

tive gunpoTfder at three densities of loading are given in Table
?III.
Over half the weight of the material is solid^ iThich is
responsible for the smoke from burning gunpoiYder.

Among gaseous

products the volume percentages of nitrogen and of crrbon dioxide
are much greater than from colloidal powder^ whereas the percentages of carbon monoxide and of hydrogen are much less (compare
Tables VIII end IX),

These differences reflect the higher nitro-

gen and oxygen contents of gunpowder as compared with smokeless
powders.
Table CC,

Product

Products of combustion of smokeless povrders, in
moles per kilogram of powder. Table VII, in'vfhich
these pov^'ders are listed in the same order^ gives
their composition.

Nitrocellulose Pcwdors .Double-Base Powders
C2'""
N3'-"
X-927*
1511'''"''

JKH PoT7der
1358^^

GO2

3.200

5,2U2

6.607

8.322

3.292

CO

20.2iUi
8.627
li.269

12,771
11,272

11.70ii

" H^O

l6.h8U
5.922
5.2U2
8.219

20.51i3
5.001

N.
H;.

6.979

5.-195
1.676

7.923
5.60ii
5.120

*Crow ?jid Grinshaiv [1931b],
^^TDmklo [1935] .

Density of Icadin^^, 0..12.

5-091;
9.139

- 51 3h,

Products of combustion of sookoless powder
Because smokeless poMer burns v^ithout leaving any appreciable

solid residue, the deternination of its products of combustion is
just a specialised application of the standard technlc of gas analysis.

The water formed during combustion, after it has condensed

in the explosion cha^iber, is either vjiped out and 7;eighod as liquid
water [Noble, IgOg, p. 203], or else it is distilled out of the
bomb and absorbed [de Bruin and de Pauw, 1928, p. 9], Tv^hich is preferable.

Analyses of the products of combustien obtained from

different kinds of smokeless powder have been published by Sarrau
and Vieille [188U], by Noble [l89ii], by Macnab and Ristori [1891;],
by Noble [ 1906] and by de Bruin md de Pauiv [1926],

A number of

unpublished reports from Picatinny Arsenal [Valente, 1929; Dunkle
and Vclsk, 1932; Volsk and Dunkle, 1932; .and Dunkle, 1935] contain
analyses for the new FNH poifdcrs, and also for some experimental
powders of special compositions,

A selection of results from

Dunkle [193g] at a density of loading of 0.12 is given in Table TX
in the colui-.ins headed X-927j 15'11 and 1358.
The variation in composition of powder gases with chajige of
density of loading is illustrated by the results of Moble, some of
which are reproduced in Table X,

"uhereas th^ amounts of nitrogen

and of Yfater shew only slight variation with density of loading for
all three pov/-ders, the amount of carbon nonuxide decreases while
that of carbon dioxide increases as the density of loading, and
hence the pressure, is increased.

Siniilarly the ratio of methane

to hydrogen increases very greatly vith increase of density of

-52 Table X*
A,

Variation in composition of pOTfder gasas "vrith chi'xige of
density cf leading,'^
"
Composition of poTrders, in percentages by vroight.

NC

C-I

NitrocellulosG (sol.)

85.5

37.0

65.0

Nitrocellulose (insol.)

1ii.5
58.0

30.0

5.0

5.0

Component''^*"

Nitroglycerin
Mineral jolly (vaseline)

•
Density of
Loading

G-M.D,

Pressure and volume of gas.

]Pressure

(atnos)
..
G-M.D.
NO
c-x

Total Oas
_ .frll/g^n)
NC
C-I C-Li.D,

Permanent Gas
(ml/gr:i)
NC
C-I G-l!.n.

U57

993.1 870.0 9J'S.h

8l!i.7 670.0 781.8

975 1066 990
I5l6 1783 1600

980,0 876.5 9U8.0
958.5 880.0 931.0

2103 2591 2351;

93ii.O 875.5 913.5

810.5 692.5 790,0
795.0 699.0 786,5
776.0 697.0 773.0

.30

2789 3ii67 3193
3ii90 liliOU I4O69

906.5 865.0 893.5
883.0 8U8.0 873.0

Mo

5228 6302 5830

8!i1,0 820.0 832.0

730.0 671.5 733.5
695.0 6hh.9 693.5

.50

7133 8l2ii 75aiL

802.0 798.8 789.5

6^9.S 623.6 653.5

0.05
• 10
.15
• 20
• 25

U57

h9S

751.5 688.0 75-ii.O

^^After Noble [1901, pp. U5ii, ii76-7j J480],
^Hir.

NC, nitrocellulose^ C-I, cordite Mark I| C-lVl.D,, cordite

:.D.
[Table X continued on next page,]

^3 TiVBUL X.
G,

(Continued,)

Total composition in percentago by volmno.

Density of
Lending
(gm/ml)

0.05

0J5

0.10

I.

0.20

0.25

0.30

O.iiO

0.50

Nitrocellulose

C02

1ii.95

16,19

17.50

19.1iO

21,50

23.50

27,60

31.60

GO

35.36

3U.60

33.35

31.90

29.95

28.25

2it.65

20.96

H

20.01

20.67

19.90

18.00

15.80

1ii.05

11.60

10.00

0.).i9

0.71

2.89

li.80

6.20

e.iiii

9.30

N

11.19

10.75

10.62

10.83

11.OU

11,16

11.00

11,00

H2O

18.00

17.08

17.05

16.98

16,91

I6.81j

16.71

l6.6k

CH^

Tctal

1.58-

100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100,00 100.00 100.00 100.00

II.

Cordito laark I

CO,

21.07

21.98

23.13

2U.37

25.87

27,6U

30.56

32.1i8

CO

26M

26.13

25.20

23.91

22,31

20 .Wi

17.ii6

I5.ii3

H

13.53

15.12

15.60

15.53

1U,96

13.93

11.73

9.1i7

. 0,23

0.32

o,5ii

1.00

1.65

3.98

S6h

N

15.97

15.08

IU.93

Ili.86

lit.90

2,ii5
Ik. 95

15.11

15.60

HgO

22,714

21.37

20.60

20.33

20.31

20.59

21,16

21.li8

CHj^

Tctal

100.00 100.00 100.00 100,00 100.00 100,00 100.00 100.00

III.

Cordito M,D.

C02

1U.85

16.U5

18.35

20,30

22,25

"2li,l5

26.15

32.35

CO

3U,87

33.95

32.iiO

30.50

28 .U5

26.1t5

22.60

19.00

H

18.95

19.20

19.00

18.00

16.65

15.00

11.80

8,i;5

0.29

0.83

1,60

2.70

3.95

5.ao

7.80

9.9S

N

12.89

12.57

12.ii5

12.50

12.65

12.85'

13.05

13.U5

H2O

18.15

17.00

16.20

16.00

16.05

16.15

16.60

16.80

CH^

Total

100,00 100.00 100,00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00

-51; loading.

The cause of these variations is considered in Sec. 39

in connGction v.'ith a discussion of the gaseous equilibria existing at the temperature of explosion,

35,

Composition of povfder gases from a gun
The experinents that have been referred to so far were per-

formed vfith closed chambers.

A few analyses have been made, how-

ever j of the gases formed in an actual gun.

Thus Noble [1906,

pp, li55-6] obtained the results sho^vn in the second column of
Table XI by analysis of a sample of gas withdravm from the breech
end of a 9,2-in. gun just after it ho.d fired a charge of 103 lb
of cordite, giving a pressure of 16,1 tons/in? and a muzzle velocity of 2600 ft/sec.

For comparison, the last tvro columns of this

table give Noble's analyses of the gases obtained from firing
charges of cordite at a density of loading of 0.05 in a closed
chamber, which in one case had been exhausted and in the other had
been initially filled vrlth air at atmospheric pressure.

The com-

position of the gases in the gun agrees closely with those in the
closed chamber.

Poppenbcrg and Stcphan [1^909b] found from an

analysis of gaseous nixtures taken at various parts of the barrel
that there is more carbon monoxide

t the moment of explosion than

there is after the gases have cooled doira.
The presence of considerable quantities of iron in the powder
gases was claimed by Siv/y [1908], but he publishc:d no supporting
evidence.

He did not even describe the method of detection.

-55Table XI,

Products of coobustion of cordite in r- gun
compared vfith thosa obtainod in a closed
chamber, in percentages.
Gun (Mean of
Two Rounds)

25.6
35.3

COg

19.0
0.5
19.1

Z7.15
3h.3S
17.50
0.30
20.70

26.35
35.05
19.50
0.60
18.50

100.0

100.00

100.00 .

GO
H
N
Total

36,

Closed Chaanber
With Air
Evacuated

Explosion temperature
28/

The theoretical explosion temperature

refers to the tempera-

ture to which the products of an explosion v^rould be raised if the
reaction took place adiabatically.

This temperature on the centi-

grade scale is
To = Q/Cv.

(V-1)

V7here Q is the mclal heat of oxplcsicn at constant volume (referred
to products cooled to 0°a), siiimed over all the components of the
original explosive, and C-y is the mean molal heat capacity from 0
tc T°C, su]-.imed over all the products of the explosion.

Calcula-

tions of the explc-sion tenperature based on this equation are discussed in the next section.
Various attempts have been made to measure the teriperature of
explosion directly.

Noble and Abel [1675; p. 171 In 1906 reprint]

28/ Also called adiabatic flame temperature>

-^6 shovraci that tho tenporaturc of Gxplosion of gunpovj-dcr is higher
thcin the molting point of platinun, by firing a very thin shoet
of platinun and a coil of fine platlnun wire i-rith largo charges
of gimpoTJ"dor in a closed chamber.

Portions of the wire wore v;eld-

ed to the sheet, and the-, shoot itself showed tho beginning of
fusion^when oxanined undor a microscope»
Moasurcnent of the oxplosicn temperature of snojceless poivders
by means of thermocouples was attomptad by Macnab and Ristcri
[1900],

Because tho heat loss is so groat, the max:|x]^r4 tempera-

ture recorded by a platiniui-pI).atinrhodium thomocouplo in a closed
chamber depends on the diameter of tho wire.

Each couple of a

series of ton made of wires ranging in diameter from 0.010 to O.OUO
in. was used to measure the temperature of explosion of the same
charge of pov/dor under the sane conditions,

Tho emf of the galva-

noneter was recorded as a function of time on a fixed photographic
plato fitted with a moving slit.

The maximum doflootion was given

by the couple made of the thinnest wires; the deflections of the
others wore progressively less.

It v^as hoped to extrapolate the

deflections to a thermocouple of aero thickness, and to calibrate
them in terms of temperature; but the attempt was not entirely
successful.

It was demonstrated that tho explosion temperaturos

of the three explosives, guncotton, cordite, ballistito, increased
in tho order na^iod, which is tho same order as that obtained from
calculated temperatures.
It has been suggested that explosion temperatures night bo

29/
measured by neans, of the spectra of tho burning gas, a nethod
that has been discussed recently by Brinkj-.ian ['19kO] ,

The line-

reversal method has been used successfully in measuring the
flame temperatures in the internal ccmbustien engine.
suggested by Lewis

It was

and von Elbe [1938, p. 337] that this method

might be adapted to the measurement of the explosion temperature
in a closed chamber "by suspending highly dispersed sodium salts
in explosion mixtures and recording the reversal point photographically by progressive adjustment of the comparison radiator."■
37.

Explosion pressure
'^^^ 'Explosion pressure is the maxir:ium pressure that v/ould be

developed ty the powder gases if the reaction took place adiabatically in a closed chamber.

It is related to the temperature of

explosion T^ by the equation of state of the povfder gases.

At the

high temperatures of explosion, the intermolecular attraction term
in the equation of state can be neglected, and the folloYn.ng simple
form of equation suffices:
P^ (v-«.) = UT^,

(V-2)

v;here v is the specific voluiae of tho powder gases at the pressure
P , ot is their average covolume and R is the gas constant per gram.

29/ The temperature of tho povrder gases burning inside a
closeT"Ghambor has been determined recently at the Geophysical
Laboratory by measuring vrith photoelectric cells the intensity
of radiation -in different parts of the spectrum that is transmitted by a quarts windovf in the side of the chamber. This techiiic
will be described by F. C, Kracek, ifJ". Benedict and L. G, Bonner
in a forthcoming NDRC report.
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Sinco the density of leading A is the reciprocal
of v, this equation nay bo written in the form
Pg - ARTg/Cl-t^A),

(V-3)

Since p(. is approximately 0.001 for the six gases comonly found as
products of combusticn.of powder [Sarrau, 1893; Burlotj 192U], the
explosion pressure increases almost linearly vfith an increase in
density of loading.

Because the nur.iber of moles of gas per gram

of powder depends on the gas composition, the constant R for a
given charge also depends on the composition.
Because of the rapidity with which the powder gases lose their
31/
heat to the walls of the chamber^ the pressure moasiired
in a
closed chamber never quite attains the theoretical maximum.

For

the same reason it is doubtful whether the adiabatic explosion
temperature is actually reached.

Some of Noble's experiments [190^,

p, 227] demonstrated the extreno rapidity of cooling.

Thus the

pressure of the poi'fder gasos from cordite fired in a closed chamber
decreased from 39,000 lb/in? to 60 percent of that value in 1 sec.
The less of pressure is greater at a low density of loading,

Nobl3,

nevertheless, did net correct the observed pressures, and hence his
measurements — some of which are reproduced in Table X^B — show
considerable departure from linearity at lo'iT densities of loading

30/ This relation assui-ies that the weight W of the powder
gases is the same as the weight of the original charge. Then
v = V/V\r, and in the metric system, A is numerically equal to
W/V, where V is the volume of the chamber (see footnote 2?),
The expansion of the chamber by the pressure is neglected.
31/ See Chap, X for methods of measureiTient,

-S9 and approach linGarity at high dcnsitios.

Ho had prDviously cone

to the conclusion [Noblo and Abel, 18?^] that the prossurc loss
duo to the cooling -.Tculd not exceed 1 percent,

HoTvevGr, the spe-

cial experiments of Miiraour [1923, 1 ?2l5a, and "l^Z^ and of Crow
and Grinshav-r {1931b] have shorm that this loss nay easily exceed
10 porcont, especially at low densities of loading or in a sraall
chamber.
In a gun tho conditions are much more complex than in a
closed chamber, because of the expansion of the gases as the projectile moves fonvard.

They-vull bo considered in Sec. 50 in con-

junction -with a discussion of the novomcnt of tho projectile.
33.

Approximate ca.lculation of temperature of pcfwder gases
The temperature of the povj-der gases at tho time of explosion

ma5'' be calculated by either of two independent methods, v/hich are
based on Eqs. (V-1) and (V-3), respectively.

The fornor is related

to tho thermochemical properties of the powder and of tho evolved
gases.

Equation (V-1) seems to have been used first for this pur-

pose by Mallard and Le Chatelior [1383].. Equation (V-3) was developed by Abel as an empirical relation in tho form
P = XA/(1 -OCL),

(V-I4)

where A and oc v/ere empirical constants^ and it is often referred
to as the Abel, or the Noble and Abel, equation.
The calculation of tho temperature of explosion from tho maximur.i pressure developed in a closed chamber, in accordance with Eq,
(V-3), involves two difficulties.

The equation itself is only an

approximation, and tliero is not at present sufficient kn'Owledge of
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the kinotic properties of gasos iindor the conditions of teraperature and pressure concornod for it to bo improved.
in particular, is imperfectly knovm,

The covoluric,

.An equally ojnportant diffi-

culty is that of i.-easiiring the true pressure of the explosion.
As already mentioned, the [^as is cooled so quickly by the walls
of the chamber that the ma^^inum- pressure measured is somewhat less
than the true pressure.

The correction to be added to the observed

pressure v^as evaluated by Muraour []923, p. 323| 192ga, p. i;60]
from experiments in a closed chamber in which the area of the surface exposed to the gases could be varied.

It vfas calculated by

Crovj- and Qriiiishaw [1931a, p, 50] as an example of heat conduction,
from pressures measured in two chambers of widely different surface areas.
In the early applications of Eq. (V-1) to the calculation of
the temperature of explosion, Gy was evaluated on the basis of the
composition of the cooled powder gases.

It vras expressed as a

linear fimction of tho temoeraturo| whereupon Eq. (V-1) could be
32/
solved for T. It was soon realized, hovfever^ that the products ■
of combustion found in a closed chamber after it has cooled to
room temperature are not necessarily the sane as those present
under the conditions of high temperature and high pressure existing at the tirae of the explosion, and also that thQ heat capacities of gases at high temperatures are not linear functions of the
temperature.

32/ Sec Hayes [1938, p. ?5] for an exposition of thij
solution.
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39.

Secondary roactiona duririf; cooling
Exporiuents intGnded to elucidate thu changes that take

place during cooling of the products of the explosion vrcre conducted hy Popponborg and Stephan,

They confirmed Noble's ob-

SGi-vations (see Table X) that the ratio

decreased v/ith increase of density of loading.

They explained

this variation by the assumption that the nixture cooled nore
slowly at high densities of loading^ and hence that the "water
gas" reaction [Eq. (V-6)] had nore time to proceed.

This viov/

vfas substantiated by firings [Poppenberg and Stephan^ 1909a]
made at the same density of loading ivith the explosion chamber
cooled to -120^0 in one case and heated to 90°C in the other.
More carbon dioxide y/as produced at the high than at the low
temperature.
The formation of methane vras shown to be a secondary reaction by later experiments made by Poppenberg and Stephan [191Qa]
and by Poppenberg [1923].

In some of them the explosion took

place inside a small porcelain bomb contaiiied in an evacvated
chamber.

The sudden expansion of the gases 'vhen the porcelain

bomb burst so cooled them that the equilibrium -aas frozen.
Criticism by Kast [1910] of the interpretation of these results
was mot by a further discussion by Poppenberg and Stephan [191 Ob].
Thoir conclusion with respect to tho secondary formation of methene was confinaod by Muraour [1919a], who quenched the equilibrium mixture by having it expand tiur'ough a 1-mm canal into an evacuated vessel.

It alse. is in agreement \?ith the latest calcula-

tions [Kent, 1938a].

- 6e UO,

Calculation of corrections for composition of powder gases
After it was realized that the conposition of the cooled gases

reflected secondary reactions during cooling^ methods of calculation vvere developed to correct for then.

These corrections, cor*-

bined with ii:iproved data for heat capacities of gases at high temperatures and with increasingly precise measurements of explosion
pressuresj gradually decreased the discrepancy between tho values
of explosion temperatures calculated from the naximum pressure and
those calculated from heat capacities.

At first [Noble, 1906, pp.

U63-5; Poppenbergj 1909; Ltaraour, 1919b] the temperatures calculated from the maximum pressure were much too
densities of loading.

IOIT,

except at-hif^h

In a later comparison [Muraour^ 192lia,

192iib, 192iic, 1926] the disagreement v;as much less,. Finally the
very thorough investigation of Crow and Grimshaw [1931b] resulted
in agreement within 2 percent for the value of X — the ballistic force of the prcpellant — derived from the heat capacity and
heat of explosion and that derived from direct measurements of the
explosion pressures at different densities of loading.

This func-

tion is.the loading coefficient in the equation of state adoptedby Crow and Grimshavj-,
P^ = A(A + ctA^ +aoc2A3+ ,...)^

(V-5)

which is merely a more elaborate form of the Noble and Abol equation^ Eq, (V-ii),
The method of calculation used by de Bruin and de Pauw [1928]
and bySclimidt [I92g] tc correct for the change in g^s composition
by the secondary reactions in cooling consisted in calculating the

,

63 corrections to tho 'composition of the coolGd teases, by application

33/
of the equilibrium constant for the soc.ndary vrater-gas reaction,
GO + H^O ^ GO2 + Hg.
Ul,

(V-6)

' 3Ji/
Calculation of tenperaturo and composition of powder gases
The method of Henderson and Hasse [1922], v/hich was later used

by Popponborg [1923] and by Crow and Grinshaw [1931b], is superior
in that it does not require a kiior^'ledgo of the composition of the
cooled gases.

By a series of successive approxiiiaticns the equi-

libriuni composition of the hot cases is derived from the following
experimental data: (i) the molal heat of explosion at constant
volumG| (ii) the chemical composition of the powder in terms of the
chemical elements present; (iii) the equilibriuiii constant as a function of tho temperature for each of the reactions in which the products of combustion may be assumed to participate; and (iv) the
moan molal heat capacity from 0°C to the explosion temperature for
each of the substances that it is ass\imed might be present in the
explosion.
The molal proportio^ns of tho chomdcal species assumed to
participate in the equilibria at the tciaperature of the explosion

33/ For a discussion of this reaction, particularly in
flames, see Bone and "Tovmsend [1927, p, 322],
3V Hirachfelder, McClure and Curtiss [19U2] have system.atised the calculation of the adiabatic flarae temperature and the
composition of the powder gas. Their method is based on the same
data as is the one described in See, I1I; but instead of carrying
out the approximation by assuming successive values for the flame
temperature, they calculate the energy loss at two different
assumed flame temperatures, and then, by linear interpolation between these values for that flame temperature v;hich would correspond to zero energy loss, thoy obtain the true flame temperature.

-6h~
fcrm tho unltnoims of a sorios of siraultaneous algebraic equations,
On^ f^roup of these equations of condition is based on the knovm
chemical conpositj_on of the powder.

The other is derived from the

equilibrium constants for the assuned equilibria, evaluated at a
provisionally assunod temperature.

The solution of these sinul-

taneous equations gives the first approxlriation to the nolal conposition at the tir:io of explosion,

(Henderson and Hasse con-

sidered only the water-f^as reaction in tho main calculation, and
then used the equilibrium constants for various other possible reactions to obtain second-order corrections,)

From this result and

the assumed temperature, the mean molal heat capacity C

of the

vfhole mixture is calculated, and then the experimental value for
the heat of explosion is divided by G„ to compute the temperature
[Eq. (V-l)].

This v?luG of the tcmpcraturo, v^hich avill differ

somewhat from that originally assumed, is used as a basis for a
repetition of the calculation.

Finally, after one or more repeti-

tions, the computed temperature vrill agree v/ith the assumed temperature.

This value and the corresponding molal conpcsition are con-

sidered as those of the burning gases.
This method of calculation, v/hich involves the simultaneous
consideration of a number of equilibria, was used by Kent [1938a]
in a recalculation of the composition of the gases from two of
the powders previously considered by Crow and Grimshaw [1931b],
The equilibria involving the forraation of methane and nitric oxide
and those for the dissociation of v/ater and nitrogon were included
in addition to the water-gas reaction, which had boon the only one

^6$ ••

considered by Crow and G-rlinshaw,

35/

This recalculation

made use

of the latest values for heat, capacitios ot gases at hir;h tcnperatures, obtained larj^ely from nieasurei;ients of band spectra [David
and Loah^ ]93h; Lowis and von Elbe, 1938/ Chap. XVI].

The results,

vfhich arc reproduced in Table XIIj shovf that the early assumption
of the dominance of the i,-ater-gas reaction was correct.

Later un-

published conputaticns [Kent and Lane, 19Ul] involving a total of
twelve different equilibria have not chcjngcd the results naterially.
The vfater-gas reaction does not involve a voluno change if
the {^ases are ideal, and hence the equilibrium is net affected by
change of pressure,

Cn this basis it has been arrruod that the

apparent change of explosion tenperaturo and of heat of explosion
with variation in density of leading are spurious effects.

The

existence of reactions involvinr volume changes in the powder
gases, hovfever, brings In a slight variation of the explosion
tenperattire with chanre of pressure, as shovm in Table XII.
h2.

Equilibrium conditic'ns durinf; burning
Although the calculations just discussed furnish us ivith our

best knowledge of the conposition r'Jid tenperature of po^Tder gases
at the tirae of explosion, there remain tvfo possible souixes of
uncertainty^ in addition to the uncertainties of the experii'iental
data involved in the calculation.

The variation of the heat ca-

pacity of the r;ases with pressure [Muraour, 192l;a, p. 330] has

35/ Hirschfelder, McGlure and Gurtiss (reference 3U) have
repeated the calculation, using a variation of this method with
the additional refinement of correcting for the fact that the gas
is nonideal.
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Tablo XII,

Pov/der
Pressure
(atncs )

Partial pr ossuros, in atnosphores, of the
ccnstituonts of pov/der ;-^asos, and temperature of explosion,"'^
Nitrocellulose
3iiO

3ltOO
1386.5

GO^

138.ii8
ho, 92

H2O

82.00

Na
H2

CO

Ballistite
3lj.0

3U00

81.OU
73,86

756.8
827,-5

88.89

96U.8

36.17

827.9
326.6

50.8U

52.2.5

UO.69

l;07.h

12.60

111.2

Un.o

O2

—

—

5.08

26.0

N

0.01

—

0.17

H

.Qh

3.11

1.3
16.1

0

*01

1.76

7.2

OH

1.02
0.06

18.99
3.86

133.9

NO

3393

363U

Tonp.('-^C)

2663

2.9
—

3.5
0.2
2689

3li.7

■«■

"After Kent [1938] .

not been taken into account.

Moesveld [j926, p. }h] concludod,

however, on the basis of the van der Waals equation, that the
variation is noglirrible at high tei'-iperatures.
The other source of uncertainty, narjely, the assui'.iption of
a state of equilibrium ai.iong the atons of a gas, is norc inrportant, because this assurAption underlies all the calculations,
Muraour [192Ua, p. 335] suggested that during conbustion oquilibriui.i nay not be naintained- oxygen, for instance, nay react nore
ra.pidly vfith hydrogen than with carbon.

He considered, never-

theless, that aquilibriun vfould be established as soon as burning was completed.

- 67 Lewis and von Elbe [I938j p, 306] pcintod out that in the
absorption of the onorgy of explosion by the gas nolecules there
nay be a lag in the excitation of the translatioria,! degrees of
freedon of carbon dioxide, carbon nonoxide and nitrogen.

The

resulting nonentary excess of translational enerry causes "a
higher pressure Yirhich lasts for a period comparable with explosion tines,

Ultinatuly, eneri;;y equilibriun anon;; all the der^reos

of freedon is ostablishod.

Thus, the heat capacity of these

gases is a tiine function."

A sonowhat siriilar possibility of

nonequilibriun conditions is that suggested by Crawford [1937],
who considered that because of the very rapid rate of burning
in a gun, the gas kinetic energy of the products of conbustion
lags behind the radiant energy field of the explosion systoc.
This would cause a considerable deviation fron the van der
Waals equation.
An investigation of equilibriun has been nade recently at
Aberdeen Proving Ground in collaboration vrlth Professor H. C*
Urey [Kent and Lane, 19l;1] ,

A snail aiaount of bariun carbonate

containing a heavy isotope of carbon -".Yas fired vfith a charge of
powder, and then the distribution of the heavy isotope between
carbon nonoxide and carbon dioxide was deternined in the products of the conbustion after they had been quenched by rapid
expansion. According to a prelininary report of those experi36/
ncnts, the heavy isotope v^as found unifornly distributed

36/ R, H, Kent, personal coo.iunication to R, E, Gibson,
Jan. ^, ^9h2.

- 68 botweon tho two gases.

This is canslclGred as ovidcncc that

chemical equilibriun had been reached duririE "'^ho conbustion
of the povfdor.

- 69CH^iPTER VI.
Il3.

MOVEI.SNT OF THE PROJECTILE IN THE- BbRE ■

The detailed nathenatical description cf the novenent of

the projectile in the bcro of a '"^unj which is one of the princi-

37/

pal prc'jlems of interior ballistics,
sented in this report.

is too involved tc Ix) pre-

Instead, a fev/ outstanding details of

that description mil be mentioned in their relation to erosion.
I4I4-.

Rate of increase of pressure
The rate at which the pressure increases behind a projec-

tile in a f^un depends on the interaction of several factors.
It is controlled principally^ of course, by the rate of burning
of the powder, but this reciprocally depends en the pressure.
In a closed chanber the pressure rises at an ever-increasing
rate until the powder is nearly all burned.

In a c^in, hovfever,

the rate of increase of pressure is partly checked by the increase of vclui:io caused by the novenent of the projectile.

At

first the expansion is slov/, because the pressure is Icvf and also
because the resistance to novenent of the projectile is high until
the rotating band has been engraved by the rifling (see Sec. U6),
Later the expansion is fast enough to offset partially the increased rate of burning cf the powder.

Next the anount of burn-

ing powder becomes so small that the evolution of gas begins to

37/ The Le Due equation for tho velocity of the projectil<
in the bore, which is used in designing;; new guns, is described
in Hayes [1938> pp. 7U-81] an^i in Naval ordnance [1939, pp.
50-85], A more refined forn of scmionpirical calculation is
afforded by the use of tho To-bles for interior ballistics prepared by Bennett [1921].
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docroaso.

This effoct conbincs '.vith the Gvcr-incrqasint- oxpan-

sion to cause the rate of increaso of pressure to bocone zero.
After the attainnent cf a naxinun pressure, the renaincler of
the powder is burned vdthin a short interval of tmu durinr: which
the pressure decreases slovdy.

Finally the pressure continues to

decrease approximately as in an adiabatic expansion.

The curves

of pressure versus tine for several j^uns (Fir;. 1) clearly show
these variations of the pressure.

They are photor;raphic records

nade by neans of a cathodo-ray oscillof^raph attached tc a pi^-zoelectric gage during the firing of actual r^-uns.
h$.

Position of projectile at inaxinum pressure
Althoui^h the tine required for the pressure to build up to

a maxinun is a ccnsidorablo fractir-n of the total tine the projectile is in the bore, up to tho nonent of naxlinuia pressure the projectile has noved only a few caliber lengths frcn its initial position.

At the tine of naxiiiuT;! pressure that part,of the bore of the

gun betiTecn the breech and the base of the projectile is subject
to the moxinun progsure.

iVfter that the pressure decreases slow-

ly as the projectile continues tc aove tovfard the mizzle,

The

nuzzle pressure, the exact value of ^vhich depends on the speed of
burning of the powder and on the length of the tube, is of the
order of one-fourth the noxinun pressure,
h6.

38/
Friction of the projectile in the bore
39/
Both static and dynanic neasurenonts

0'

•i-f

:

have been nade of

.

30/ See See. 53 fo-r heat of friction.
39/ Some of thu earliest static neasurenonts were nade at
WaterT^m .irsenal with the "United States Tcstinr; Machine" and were
i^ortcd in Tests of metals published annually by that arsenal.
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the Initial rosistanco c£ tho projectile to novoncnt, caused by
tho work raquirod tc Gngrave tho rotating band — or tho soft
raetal Jacket, in tho caso of a bullet — and tho subsequent friction botvfGcn the bore and tho two parts of tho projectile that
touch it, nanely, tho rotating band (Sec, 18) and the bourrelet
(Sec. 17),

111 one case, for instance, the resistance in a v/orn

75-m gun, M1897 (fired 7755 rounds) was found to be ItO,000 lb
at the orif^in of rifling and about 15,000 lb at the nuzzle [Ord,
Dept., 1922b3,

The actual resistance to a noving projectile,

however, is probably nruch less than the result of such a static
measurement.

This was indicated by the fact that when projec-

-tiles havinf? rotating bands of reduced dianeter were fired from
a 2liO-nin howitzer, practically no effect on pressure or velocity
was found [Ord, Dept,, 1922a].

This conclusion is in agreonont

with the suggestion of Justrow [1923] that the friction between
the band and the hore corresponds approximately to that of a
piston adjusted for suction.
A Bunmary of several dynamic nathods of measuring bore friction has been given by Kutterer [19^2].

In Crana• method a shot

is fired from a shortened tube from which it initially protrudes
about one-third its length.

The engraving resistance is taken

equal to the moan pressure corresponding to a series of equal
charges which are Just sufficient to eject the projectile about
half the time.

In several other methods the frictional force

is evaluated as tho difference botvraon tho force tending to push
the projectile fonward and the force of recoil.

In Sebert's

method the frictional force is evaluated as the difference betvreen the force acting on the projectile and that acting on a

- 75 frlctionlDss piston inserted in an axial hole throui;:h tho shot.
These two forces are measured by differsntiation of t^To spacet±m curves obtained by neans of recording tuninr forks on
frictionless slides attached to the shot and the piston.
Liebessart improved Sebert's riethod by measurinr; the displacement optically.
The method of Cranz and Schardin [22£^ utilizes a breech
block consisting of a heavy frictionless piston, havinfj the same
area as the projoctilo, so that the forces on them are the same.
Hence, when the gun is fired from a free recoil carriaco, the
tube is pulled forward by the frictional drag.

Thc.frictional

force is the product of the mass of the tube and its acceleration.

The latter is obtained by the doublu differentiation of

the space-time curve for the tube'.

Kutterer [19U2] modified

this method by measurinr the acceleration of the tube directly
by attaching to it- a frictionless piston which reristered
against a piezoelectric quartz gage.
The methods mentionud have required a modification of the
operation of the gun or projectile.

The friction of a standard

projectile in the bore of a lU-in, Navy gun was determined indirectly during an investigation of the ballistics of this gun
[Bur, Stand., I^Ua],

The pressure on the base of the projec-

tile computed from the acceleration of recoil was less than the
gas pressure in-the chamber measured with a, spring pressure gage,

Uo/
This difference was considered a measure of the friction.

Uo/ Preparations are being made for application of this
methoa to measurement of the friction and ^Iso other ballistic
properties of several guns of moderate caliber, under the supervision of.H» L, Curtis of the National Bureau of Standards, for
Section A, Division A, NDPC.

-7hA dixect-readinr; gai^e
[I9U2].

has been sucsested rocently by Snith

It consists of a quartz piezoelectric gage mcuntGd in

the base of the projectile and connected to an oscillograph by
means of a wire that cones out the nuzzle of the (^\m,
Uy.

Relation of friction to erosion
The divergent views concemin^; the influence of the rotat-

ing band on erosion have already ■•)een nontioncd (Sec,, 19),

The

magnitude of neither that influence nor that of friction between
the bourrelct and the bore has been evaluated,

Wto

muzzle erosion has been ascribed

Nonsyinmetrical

the wear between the

bourrelet and a particular land with which it remains in contact
durinr most of its path doTm the bore.
It is generally agreed, however, that the amount of erosion
caused by friction between the projectile and the bore is greater
in small arms than in guns firing projectiles vd.th rotating bands.
The difference ]:etwoen the erosion in the two kinds of weapons,
however, seems to be merely one of degree rather than of kind.
This point of view was emphasized by Greaves, Abram and Rees [1929,
p. l58], who suggested that although tho total amount of metal
eroded per round increases with caliber (sec Table XVIII), a
smaller proportion is removed by friction in the larger guns.

This

k}/ This gage is now being used in a series of measurements with a 3-in. gun at Aberdeen Proving Ground under the
auspices of Section A, Division A, iroRC, See Crocker and Smith

[19U23,
h2/ Arthur E. Jewell, Gage Section, jiberdeen Proving Ground,
personal communication.

- 7? conclusion is based on the fact_that the force applied to unit
area of the surface of contact between the rotating band and the
bore is about the same for all rnms fired at the saine pressure,
whereas the heat input to unit area of the bore surface increases
very rapidly — because the ratio of the weight of charge to bore
surface increases linearly — with an increase of caliber,
U8,

Velocity of the projectile in the tube
The velocity of the projectile continues to increase as the

, gases expand after the tiinu of naximua pressure.

Noble invented

the chronoscope for the determination of the velocity at different
points down the tube by recording the tinos when the projectile
passed these points.

In the orininal arrancenent described by

Noble and Abel [18753, the tube of the gun was drilled at a
series of points alon^- its length.

Each hole was fitted with a

plug which carried a wire arranged in such a way that it was cut
when the projectile passed that point.

Cutting the wire inter-

rupted the prir.iary current of an induction coil, whereupon a
spark recorded itself on a piece of paper attached to a disk,
36 In, in circuniference, that was rotatinr; with a constant speed
of about 1250 rev/rain.

The instrument was capable of recording

the mllionth part of a second, and when it was in good working,
order, the probable error of n single observation did not exceed
ii or 5 X 10"° sec.

..ftor the distance of travel of the projec-

tile had been expressed as a function of the tine, the velocity
and the pressure were cooputed by two differentiations.

A sone-

wftat siriilar contacting arrangement was used at ;.berdeen Provinr
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Ground [Kent and Hitchcock, 1923] in a study of tho internal
ballistics of a. 2U0-inn hcwitaer.

A scrios of 13 contacting

plugs v/orc connectGd to an oscilloeraph to obtain a direct tinetravel record,

ii9.

Muzzle velocity and energy
The nuzzle velocity of the projectile, which is an iripor-

tant characteristic of the r^un, is determined by moasurinr- with
1J3/
■
a chronofrraph
the time required for the projectile to pass between two velocity frames set up at measured distances in front
of the gun^ and then applyinj^ a correction to take care of the
small change of velocity between the nuzzle and the point of
measurement.

For the first 10 yd or so the velocity is increased

by a few feet per second by the rush of the escaping gases^ and
then it decreases,

The nuzzle velocities of the j^uns in use to-

day generally range from 1^00 to 3000 ft/sec at full charge.

If

the full ransG is not needed, some of them, howitzers especially,
are fired at reduced charge, v^hich yields a lower nuzzle velocity,
-The muzzle energy, ^vhich is a measure of tho power of the
projectile, is determined by the muzzle velocity, the velocity of
rotation and the mass of the projectile.

The proportion of the

powder energy represented by the nuzzle velocity is the thernodynamic efficiency of the gun.

This efficiency is about 30 per-

cent, as is shown in Table XV (Sec, 52).

The mechanical effi-

ciency of a gun, considered as the ratio of the muzzle energy to

li3/ See Ordnance Dept. [2936, No, UO-I?] for a description
of the procedure of this measurement.

- 77 the work reprosentisd by the area of th^3 ideal indicator diagrain,
■was calculated by Henderson and Hasse [1922, p, k73] as Qh to 90
percent for a number of British f^uns fired -vd-th ccrditc M.D, at
muasle velocities of about 2700 ft/sec,

50,

Effect of expansion of powder gases
AlthoUf^h the pressure in a gun firing a service round is

about the sane as in a closed chai±iGr at a density of loading
of 0,20 to 0.25 (see Tables I and X), the £^-ases in the two enclosures are not subject to the saxie conditions up to the
moment of naximum pressure.

In the closed chamber this pressure

is attained without the perfornance of any work by the rras, vfhereas in the gun the ^as expands at the sarno time that the pressure
increases.

Because the secondary water-gas reaction [Eq, (V-6)]

involves no volume change if the gases are ideal, this expansion
has less effect on the gross composition of the powder gases
than it otherwise night.

On the other hand, a possibility which

may be of special significance in connection with erosion is that
the expansion ciay promote some reaction that is affected by the
change of pressure, and thereby cause the. formation in the gas
mixture of a chemical combination that might readily react with
the steel bore.
Another possible cause of a local disturbance of the gaseous equilibrium is the cooling of the ga^.

In a 3-in. antiair^

craft gun, for instance, the cooling has been found by calculao
tion to be about 1000 C by the tine the gases reach the muzzle,
which corresponds to a gradient of about 3° pt^i* centimeter
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hh/
travel of the projectile.

Most of this cooling is caused by the

work performed in pushing the projectile down the bore.

Because

it affects the mass of gas as a -vrhole, any change of composition
resulting from this part of the cooling is distributed uniformly.
Part of the cooling^ however, is caused by contact of some of the
gas molecules with the cold surface of the bore3 and this change
is not uniform.

Not only is the cooling confined to the layer of

molecules adjacent to the wall of the bore, but the return of
these molecules to the main mass of gas is hindered because they
are drawn forward by the movement of the projectile.

This uni-

directional gas stream may have a different composition from that
of the rest of the gas, since an exothermic reaction would be promoted by cooling.

This possibility may be important vfith respect

to erosion, because this stream of gas adjacent to the surface of
the bore might react with it.

Uh/ The adiabatic explosion temperature (see Sec, 36) is
Independent of the amoiint of the propellant. The temperature of
the gases at the muzzle, however, is lower the smaller the amount
of charge. For a 3-in, AA gun lS3j the muzzle gas temperature was
calculated to be 16U0°C for a charge of U.Sli lb of pyro powder,
for which the explosion temperature was 2700°C. With a charge of
5.00 lb of NH powder, which had an explosion temperature of 21AOO°C
the muzzle gas temperature was calculated to be 1ii30°C [Tolch,
1936b, p, U.

- 79 CHAPTER VII,
51.

REACTION OF THE TUBE TO FIRING

Temperature of the tube
Direct measurements of the temperature of a gun tube hetfe

been made by means of thermocouples welded to its outer surface.
The average results obtained for a number of different guns at
Aberdeen Proving Ground are summarized in Table XIII, "vriiich has
been copied from a survey by Lane [1938]•

In arriving at this

average rise of temperature per refund, allowance was made for
cooling effects when the fire was slow enough to warrant siKih a
correction.

In the case of the 3-ln. AA gun 10, for instance,

the cooling was found to be unimportant at rates of fire of 10
rounds/min and more [Tolch, 1936b],

The larger temperature rise

per round shown in Table XIII for the measurements near the
muzzle compared with those near the breech end of the tube resulted from the heating of a smaller amount of metal rather than
from the presence of a larger quantity of heat.

This situation

is demonstrated by the figures in the last column, which shovf that
the most heat was absorbed by the part of the tube farthest from
the muzzle.
Translation of those results into terms of the heating of a
gun under service conditions is difficult except in the cases of
very rapid fire or of sustained fire at a steady rate.
pected temperature rise

The ex-

for a single burst fired very rapidly is

practically the product of the number of rounds fired in one burst
and the average rise in temperature per roxmd.

Thus Lane [1935]

calculated that the bore surface of an aircraft machine gun reached
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1370°C after having fired 600 roimds in -J min.

In this calcula-

tion the cooling effect was allowed for to the extent of k percent of the heat input.

In calculating the tenperature of the

tube after sustained fire at a steady rate it is necessary to make
allowance for the cooling^ vfhich depends materially on the wind
velocity.

Cooling rates for tha same guns listed in Table XIII

have been- compiled separately by Lane [ 19393.],
One important way of expressing the heating of the tube is
in ttSrms of the rate of fire necessary to maintain a particular
temperature.

For the caliber ,30 machine gun these rates, meas-

ured directly for temperatures of 200°, 300° and UOO°C.above
ambient temperature, are given in Table XIV in comparison vrith
similar rates that had been calculated from the results of temper-ature measurements with other guns.

Such data are of practical

importance in deciding on allowable maximum rates of fire; for if
th^ temperature at the breech end of the tube increases too much,
the steel will be weakened to such an extent that the gun may
burst,

Tolch [1936a] calculated for the 105-mm AA gun Ml that at

16U in, from the muszle the maximum allowable temperature was
U05°C5 that is, at this temperature the tensile strength of the
steel had decreased to sueh an extent that the factor of safety
was reduced to unity.
The effect of artificial cooling of the barrel, as by the use
of a self-circulating water cooler, is illustrated by the data in
Tables XIII and XV for th© air-cooled and water-cooled caliber SO
machine guns.

After similar firing of.the same ammunition, the

- 82 Table XIV,

Tenp?ra"!'ixi:-G
AbovG
Anbi'int

Temperature of the breech end of th(3 gun tube
-'L - f^x'.ction of the rate of .fire; single-base
poYrder.
Late 01 Firo K'!";rossc.ry to Mr.intain Torapcrature

Cal. ,30lCaI, .'jO Li,^.

200

6.7

300

17J

liOO

22,1

3-in, AA 105-nim AA
Gun 153^ Gun M1°
33

1.1

0.9

1.8
20.8

7.7

2.6

2.0

' Correspondiji,^ rates of fire obtained vrith double-base
povfder uc:rQt 200^G, ?.1-300^G, I5.U3 UOO^G, 18.8 md/min
[Tolch, VaC]-

^Toloh '^92^1'
^This g-iTi had been modified by the removal of the bronze
jacket frnn "'-ho regul.ir gun of this model. It vfas concluded as
a result of the tcLipei'ature measurements during firing tests
that ''the iiioroase in h-.'-.tfjig effect due to the modification is
partially., if not yri';o!Ily, compensated for by the increase in
cooling rate'' [rickiason, 1936],
^olch \l93oli].
°Tolch [1936aJ,
barrel of the former had reached an average temperatxire of nearly
350°C, whereas that of the latter was not much above 100°C.

The

quantity of heat absorbed by the T/ater-cooled barrel v/as nearly
UO percent greater than that absorbed by the air-cooled one; and
yet its projectile derived 1 percent more energy from the same
ojnount of powder.

Thus the lowered temperature of the barrel,

which tends to increase the life of the barrel, was secured iTithout sny loss of efficiency.
52.

Distribution of energy in gun
The proportion of the total energy of the po^vder that is

absorbed by the gun tube is shov/n in Table XV in comparison with
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the distribution of the remainder of the clergy of the powdor.
The anoimt shomi as absorbed by the tube includes that absorbed
by the brass cartridge cases.

For the caliber ,50 machine guns

this part was found by a calorimetric measurement to amount to
about 300 cal, which rUlsod the temperature of the case to about
81°C.

The percentages of energy absorbed by the tube, shown in

Table XVj agree reasonably well with the figure of 22 percent
calculated by Granz and Rothe [1^08] and with that of 15 percent
deduced by Muraour [192g, p. Ii77] from closed-chamber measurements ,
Table XV,

Percentage distribution of energy of powder.

xr:
Cal, ,50 M2 Machine Gun
Distribution

3-in, AA Gun U3^

A.ir-cooled, Vifater-cooledj
Pyro Pov/der^ Pyro Powder^ Pyro Powder NH powder

Velocity and spin
of projectile

28

29

29

32

Heat of gun

16

22

11

9

Velocity of gases

27

60

59

Too

To^

1,035,000

i,5Uo,ooo

Heat of gases
Energy (cal/rnd)

2?"

%

29
100
11,3U0

^S9
22;
00

n,3Uo

^zale velocity, 2600 ft/sec. Fired 500 rounds in three
groups at different rates [Tolch, 1936c],
Mu?3le velocity, 2600 ft/sec. Fired iiOO rounds in three
groups at different rates [Tolch, 19373.
"^Muzzle velocity, 2800 ft/sec, Pyro powder: 15 rounds in
U5 min; NH powder: 25 rounds in 80 min [Tolch, 1936b],
S3*

Heat of friction
Transfer of some of the energy of the powder to the tube

takes place indirectly by means of the heat of friction of the

- 8U projectile as it passes dovm the bore (see Sec. U6) as well as
directly by contact of the hot gases,

A neasurement of the ex-

tent of this indirect transferwas attempted [Ord. Dept. ^92h.]
by comparison of the heat absorbed by two 37-nin guns that had
been fired 100 rounds each under the saoie conditions, except
that the projectiles for the one gun had standard bandSj whereas those for the other gun had veiy narrow bands, the cylindrical portion having been 0,03 in. wide instead of 0,5 in.

Each

gun v^as imrAersed in the saj:ne quantity of vfater at the end of
firing.
cases.

The rise in temperature of the water was 5^0 in both
Hence, as far as this somewhat rough measurement was

concerned, the heat of friction was probably less than 10 percent of the heat absorbed from the powder gases.
5it.

Temperature of the surface of the bore
No direct measurement of the temperature of the surface of

the bore of a gun has been attempted during firing.

Some measure-

ments have been made directly after firing by pushing a thermocouple junction into the nuazle of the gun and holdiiig it against
the bore surface with an asbestos pad.

Such a procedure yields

a result of very questionable validity, because of cooling before
the measurement can be made.
The closest approach to a direct measurement of the temperature of the bore stirface was made by Kosting [ 1935] on a Garand
caliber .30 automatic rifle,
at

A thermocouple junction was placed

the bottom of a hole drilled into the barrel 7 in, from the

breech end (0,06 in, in front of origin of rifling) so that the

- 6? •
junction v/as only 0.077 in. from the, "bore surface.

The naxiimun

temperature after firing 5l rounds in 1,3 min, with the tube
already hot from previous firing, omounted to U85 C,

At the sane

tine the temperature at the surface on the sane radius was 1428 C,
Hence the temperature of the bore sxirface was ostixiated to be
somewhat ia excess of ^00°C,

Measurements at several other points

along the barrel were made simultaneously by means of recording
potentiometers.

They indicated that longitudinal heat flov/ v/as

much greater than radial heat flow.
The temperature of the bore surface iTas computed from that
of the outside surface of the tube of a 105-mn AiV gun Ml by Tolch
[1936a, p. 10], using the Fourier equation for heat flow.

The

greatest difference between inside and outside temperatures was
at the measuring point nearest to the breech.

There the maximum

outside temperature was 279°C, and the corresponding bore temperature was calculated to be 3U9°C; but this result depends on several
somewhat doubtful assumptions.
The calculation of the temperature to v/hich tho bore surface
is raised by a single round is even more uncertain.

Lane [1939b]

developed a method suggested by R, H, Kent that is based on a
known rate of heat input.

For a 7?-mn gun an increase of 179°C

1;5/ In a private communication, dated Aug.-22, 19ii2,
Kosting pointed out "that because of the use of the recording
potentiometer the time lag would be such as to measure average
temperatures and not peak temperatures, and also that the thermocouples placed within the hole drilled into the barrel were held
in place by friction and were not spot-welded to the steel. I
jiow look with disfavor on any experimental work for evaluating
temperatures in which the thermocouple is not spot-welded at the
poiiit where the temperature is to be measured."

- 86 vj-as Indicated at the interface, wheroas it was only 2° at a depth
of Q.Oh$ in, below the surface.

Kent l29hr\ himself criticized

this method, on the grounds that it assuriies that the heat capacity
and conductivity of the surface layer of thy bore are t±iose of the
steel throughout the tube, Trhoreas he pointed out that possibly
those properties are considerably different in the altered surface
layer.
55.

He recommended that an attempt be made to measure then.

Dilation of the bore
Part of the pressure of the powder gases during firing

neutralizes the residual compressional stress that is present in
a modem gun as a result of the method of manufacture (see Sec, 6),
and then the reniainder of the pressure places the tube in a state
of tension.

There is no quantitative information as to how much

compressive stress is retained by a built-up gun or by a radially
expanded (cold-worked) one.

The final machining operations,

especially the rifling, must relieve some of the compressive
stress, and later, when the gun is in service, probably more of
it is gradually dissipated.

The calculation of the increase of

diameter of the bore from the pressure is further complicated by
the nonhomogeneity of the stress distribution that is occasioned
by the rifling.

Justrow [1923] rather naively disregarded those

l^ Dr. P. R. Kosting (private communication, Aug. 22, 19ij.2)
remarks that recent British firings have shown that the engraved
portions of the rotating bands of some recovered projectiles were
larger than the diameter of the bore of the gun. Hence the tube
must have expanded ahead of the rotating band; and therefore the
stress distribution in the tube is more complicated than if the
gun is considered merely as a cylinder subject to a uniform internal pressure.
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factors in his elaborate calculations of the dilation of the bore.
The bore diaineter is also changed by the rise of temperature.
If the whole tube heats up gradually, the inside diameter increases
Thus for a 105-nim gun the increase would amount to about O.OOli in,
for each lOO^^C rise of temperature above ambient [Tolch, 1936a,
p. 6] .
56.

Contraction of the bore
Contraction of the bore may occur whenever the bore layers

are stressed beyond their yield point, which varies inversely as
some function of the temperature,

A sudden increase of 100°C in

the temperature of the bore vfould correspond to an increase of
30,000 lb/in, in the ccmpressional stress,

Fleming {1?18] as-

cribed to this cause the complete elimination of the rifling in
a Lewis antiaircraft machine gun that had been fired 2^00 rounds
automatically (cyclic rate not known), during which time the barrel
had been observed to have become red hot.

He suggested that the

projectile acted as a mandrel in the contracted bore,
^7.

Elongation of the tube
Corapressive stress in the inner layers of the tube may be re-

lieved by elongation of the tube.

This action is assisted by the

longitudinal stress caused by friction betvreen the projectile and
the bore.

Liners have been known to be caused to protrude in this

manner, and even l5-in. gun tubes have been reported [Miller, 1920,
p. 53] to have been permanently elongated as much as J-in,

UT/

H. W.

Goranson, private communication.
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58,

Tangential stress
The rotary motion of the projectile during firing imposes a

considerable tangential stress on the tube,

For a 2U0-min hovdtzer

this stress was calculated \mder various assumptions to be as high
as 9000 lb/in.

It was therefore considered to have been a factor

that contributed to the failure of a ntimber of such guns by bursting or swelling [Ord. Dept., 1931].

Justrow [19^33 attributed to

the tangential stress on the sides of the lands considerable influence as a cause of erosion.
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